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SPECIAL ANNOUNC»1ENT

Since The Conference on Historic
Site Archaeology is a non-organisation devoted
to the publication of papers on historical archaeology
it has none of the self-perpetuating advantages of a
formally organized group.

Because of 'this the

chair.man has asked Vincent P. Foley, Professor of
Anthropology at Moravian College and Executive
Director of Historic Bethlehem, Inc.

1;0

act as

co-chair.man of the Conference to insure its
continued function of presentation and publication
of papers on historical archaeology.

THE CHAIJUFJAN'S REPORT
The papers presented here were delivered at the eighth
annual Conference on Historic Site Archaeology held in Macon,
Georgia on November 9, 1967. Because of the addition of the
HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOOY FORUM section it was necessary to issue
the volume in two parts, thus increasing the cost considerab17
over that of last year. The two hundred copies of Volume 1 were
sold out before the year was over, indicating the demand for
infonnation on historical archaeology. Because of this interest
the number of copies of Volume 2 has been increased to 300. The 315
pages in Volume 2 is considerably over twice the size of Volume 1,
also increasing the publication cost. As a result, the total cost
of Volume'2 is $682.46, and of this amount $447.46 has been paid from
the Conference bUdget derived from 116 members and the sale of copies
of Volume 1, leaving an unpaid balance of $235. After the distribution
of the 116 copies to the 1968 members there will remain 184 copies
of Volume 2 to be sold at $6 per copy, making an eventual income of
$1,104 from which the unpaid balance can be paid and some surplus
realized for future publication of Conference papers. Judging from
the demand for Volume 1 it should not take long to realize this
amount from the sale of Volume 2.

With the membership in the Conference remaining around one
hundred, and the publication of the papers approaching $700 annual.1y,
it becomes clear that the three dollar membership. dues will no
longer support the cost of publication of the Conference papers.
Therefore, the chairman is recommending that the membership dues
be increased to five dollars annually for 1969. This amount,
along with the sale of copies of the Conference papers, should allow
the continued publication of the papers, including the HISTORICAL
ARCHAEOLOGY FORUM section.

In order to keep publication cost to a mdnimum same of
the contributors to this volume contributed their own plates.
Carl Clausen supplied the haJ.f-tone plate for his paper, and
Contract Archaeology, Inc. supplied the PaC8 House drawing, and
the North Carolina Department of Archives and History has contributed
the halt-tone plates tor South's papers.
The North Carolina Department of Archives and History has
contributed considerably to the publication of this volume, both
in the chainnan' s time and in assistance from members of the office
staff. Particular thanks are due to Miss Freda Corbett and her
staff who helped with stencil cutting, collating, etc. I and to
r4rry Stone who assisted with the layout work on the plates.
Thanks are extended from the Conference chairman to
those participating in the HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOOY FORUM section
of this volume. Without the cooperation ot these Conference
members the Forum would not have been possible.

1
Stanley' South, Chaizman
The Conference on Historic 81te Archaeology

2
Editor's Note

A new section has been added to The Conference on Historic Site
Archaeology Papers 1967 entitled HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY FORUM, in which
a key paper presented at the conference is selected as a pivot around
which various conference members focus their own ideas on the SUbject.
The plan at present is to continue this forum as a section of the annual
conference volume, utilizing a p9.per on theory, technique, method, artifacts,
etc., and in so doing proVide a broader range of ideas than those emerging
from the conference papers alone.

In Part 2 of Volume 2, Clyde Dollar's

conference paper become s a hub for thi s first HISIDRICAL ARCHAIDLOGY FORUM.
In this Part 1 of Volume 2, the papers presented at Macon, Georgia

on November 9, 1967 are inclUded, with the exception of Clyde's.

Members

who have paid their $3.00 conference dues will receive both Part 1 and Part 2.
Additional copies of this volume are available at $6.00 from the cbnference
chairman.

stanley South, Chairman
The Conference on Historic Site Archaeology

Box 1881
Raleigh, North Carolina
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EARLY SPANlSi COLONIAL BEADS

*

Charle s H. ;airbanks
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Florida
Abstract
Nueva Cadiz Plain and Nueva Cadiz Twisted date from the 16th century
and the beginning of the 17th century.

Bo~h

are square in cro ss-section

and seem to fonn a distinctive cla ss of beads.

Florida Cut Crystal, dating

from the 16th and early 17th centuries, are elaborately facetted and
sculptured quartz crystal beads.
occurrences in Florida.

All three types have distinctive early

They probably served as presents during the period

of exploration rat.her than as regular trade

*

matel~als.

This paper is based in large part on the extensive work on colonial

Spanish beads of the late John M. Goggin.

His manuscript on beads,

unfinished at his death, is being prepared for publication by the present
author.

Since the death in 1963 of Dr. Goggin certain additional information

on the distribution and dating of the beads has come to light.

Some new

speculations concerning method of manufacture has been developed.

In view

of the value of these beads as dating devices it was decided to publish
descriptions here as the publication of his major paper may be delayed for
some time.
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Nueva Cadiz Plain
These are large, long, finely-made beads of a distinctive square

In Beck's shape classification they fall within his

cross-section.

designation IX.D.2b.

Typically they are much larger than most modern

beads, especially in length, and larger than most Indian trade beads of the
(~()lon:inl ~riod.

Diameter ranges from 3.5 rom. to 14

6.2 nun. (Table I).

mQ.

with the average at

In the Nueva Cadiz sample of badly patinated specimens,

there were tW0 modes at 4.5 nun. and 7 mm. respectfully.
specimens were badly deteriorated, it is possible that at

As all these
lea~t

one

millimeter should be added to the dimensions in order to approach the
original size.

In the sample from Isla de los Muertos about 75% of the

beads fall between 4 and 5 nun. in diameter.

The largest specimen with a

diameter of 14 nun. was the only specimen found at Valentim, Brazil (Meggers
and Evans 1957: Fig. lla).
In respect to length considerable variation was found as is seen in

Table II.

Much of this variation may be due to the heavily patinated state

and the presence of many broken specimens in the Nueva Cadiz sample.

In

that collection, only beads with cleanly cut ends were presumed to be
complete.

The two series from Nueva Cadiz and Isla de los Muertos showed

considerable variation in length, with the combined samples having a range
of from 37 nun. to 75 nun.
to 46

mm..,

The Nueva Cadiz sample had a range of from 37 mm.

with one specimen outside the group at 51 nun. length.

In the

Isla de los Muertos sample C\nly two specimens fell within the Nueva Cadiz
range, being 41 nnn. and 41 .5 nnn. long.
of 41 mm.· to 71

lIDll.,

The total sample showed a range

with the mode at 53 mm.

The Peruvian specimens seem

5
quite comparable to the Isla de los Nuertos range.

The longest lmown

specimens are 75 nun. in length, one from Valentim, Brazil, the other from
Treasure Island, Canal Zone, where ve~ few beads of this type have been
found.
Perforati-ons ranged from 1 mm. to 2.5 nun. in size.

It appears that the

size of the hole was proplrtionate to the diameter of the bead, as is the
caoo with most cane beads.
While many of the se early beads are considerably changed from their
original colors, it is usually }X)ssible to come to a fair idea of the
original colors.

The commonest metal is certainly a clear glass.

Next in

pt:\pularity are, in order, navy blue, either solid or overlajd on clear glass
or over an opaque white base; a multi-layered l'ohin I ~gg blue.

This latter

form shows some variation being a light, clear blue overlying either clear
glass, over white and brown layers" over white and clear layers, or
white and blue.
color.

over

In some cases patination has somewhat lightened the blue

riich emerald-green and cobalt blue beads are occasionally found,

but neither color is very common.

In the Huron area of Lower Canada an

opaque red form is found that does not seem to occur elsewhere.
The custom of using multi-layered gathers of glass was quite typical
of the best late Medieval glass work.
seem clear.

In this case the purpose does not

vlhere clear or translucent blue lies over opaque white it

results in a very rich, brilliant color.

Something of the same effect is

achieved where a clear metal overlies the blue color.

It may be, of course,

that the blue glass was so expensive that it was desirable to use cheaper
glasses for the interior concealed parts of the bead.
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These are clearly skillfully-made beads, although the precise steps in
manufacture are far from clear.

They seem definately to be cane or drawn

beads as the glass shows minute, longitudinally enlongated vesicles which
are so characteristic of this method of manufacture.

Goggin felt that they

were drawn through a die with a square apperature as the diameters are
usually very close to precise squares.

He also considered that the drawn

canes could have been marvered to a square shape while still plastic.
Considerable research in Medieval glas~ing techniques has failed to
reveal any evidence of drawing glass through dies in this fashinn.

The

relatively long beads are quite regular in shape and do not suggest
marvering after drawing.
of the Corning

~Iuseum

Discussions with Paul Perrot and Robert W. Brill

of Glass suggest that the gather was first marvered

into a square shape and then drawn into canes.

The fact that the holes

show no distortion strongly supports the view that this was probably the
method of manufacture.
faceted at an angle.

In some cases the corners at the end were slightly

In this respect they resemble a related type,

Peru Corner Faceted.
Nueva Cadiz Plain is commonly found associated with Nueva Cadiz
Twisted, Peru Corner Faceted, seed beads, and Chevron Beads.

The type is

found from Alabama to the Argentine with the heaviest concentration being
f0und in Peru.

This latter C'ccurrence may be due in large part to the

intensive collection which has taken place in that rich archae010gical area.
A single specimen is mown from Ogiltree Island, Alabama (Morrell 1964).
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Florida examples were found at Ortona Mound, Iv1urphy Island" and Lake Butler.
Caribbean sites are Alta Telamanca, Mercedes, and an unspecified site in
Costa Rica; Isla de los Muertos" Nicaragua; and Juandolio, Lominican
Republic.

A single example is reported from Mexico.

A number of specimens

have been found at Treasure I sland and Lower Chinaman t s I sland, Canal Zone.
South American sites include Valentim, Brazil; Neuva Cadiz, Venezuela;
Hacienda Monterey, Colombia; an unspecified Bolivian site (No.1); Rio Chico,
Santa Cruz, and an unspecified site in Argentina.

Peruvian occurrences are

numerous and include the following: Hacienda San Nicolas, Supe; Chan Chan;
Hacienda Casa Grande, Chicama Valley; Mocce, Lambayeque; one unspecified
llmiddle coast ll site; three unspecified " central coast" sites; and seven
general unspecified sites.

In addition there are evidently a large number

of Nueva Cadiz Plain beads incorporated in Colonia.l Spanish gold jewelry
from the Peruvian area.
Aside from the sites which fall within the Spanish Colonial zone there
is another area where similar beads are lmown in some quantity.
Lower Canada where they must derive from the French.

This is

Judging from

:i llu~l:"::\t..ions" descript.ions, and museum specimens they seem to have been

found at Ste. Marie I (Kidd 1949: 1.42, li'ig. 25N)" St. Louis (Jury and Jury
1958: 38), and Beverly (Schoolcraft 1851-7, I: Pl. 25, 9-10).

The specimens

from Huronia differ from the Spanish ones in that an opaque turkey red is
the predominant cC\lor, now rather dull on the surface.

Example s in the

Royal Ontario l-1useum at 'roronto are from Ossassane in Simooe County
(QuilIlby 1966: 83-5, 183-4, Fig. 16).

In the Huron sites they are aSSClciated

with a variety of glass beads and a number of square, tubular beads of
catlinite•. The catlinite beads and the red variety of Nueva Cadiz Plain are

i

remarkably similar in appearance.

As the catlinite beads have very small

perforations, they were probably drilled with metal tools.

On this basis

we may speculate that the catlinite beads copy the glass beads, rather
than the reverse.
In spite of careful search no comparative material of this type could
be fo.und in Spain; nor, on the other hand, were any glass beads of the 16th
and 17th centuries seen.

Nueva Cadiz Plain and Nueva Cadiz Twisted were

seen, however, in two PC'lrtuguese collections.

A string of seven beads, four

Nueva Cadiz Plain and three Nueva Cadiz Twisted were in an unlabeled case
at the Museu Arqueologico in Lisbon.
to be late Medieval in date.

The accompanying material appeared

In the Museu Etnologico in Lisbon (Cat. No.

11,170) is a string of beads from Bensafrim, PC\nte Velja which includes
many chevron bugle beads, other bugte forms, and a single Nueva Cadiz Plain
bead.
The. archaeological position seems to be clearly the 16th century and

perhaps the early part of the 17th century.

The bibliography is extensive.

Cruxent and Rouse 1958-9, II" Pl. 3, 16; Quimby, 1966: 83-5, 183-5, Fig. 16;
Hartman 1901: 21, Pl. 5, Fig. 7; Jury and Jury 1958: 38; Kidd 1959: 142,
Fig. 25Nj Meggers

:un

Evans 1957: Fig. lla; ~1orrell 1964; Mugica Gallo 1959;

PIs. 116,,117,118; Schoolcraft 1851-7, I: Pl. 25, 9-10.

This distinctive

bead, along with the related Nueva Cadiz Twisted and Peru Corner Faceted,
stands out from all other gla ss beads found in the New World.
cross-section am great length are good sorting markers.

The square

The robin t s-egg

blue is highly distinctive and might be designated Nueva Cadiz Plain,
Variety!.

The opaque red farm from Hurona might be designated Nueva Cadiz

Plain, Red Variety.
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Nueva Cadiz Twisted
As is the case with Nueva Cadiz Plain; this is a large bead when
compured to both modern examples and to Indian trade beads.
long, square bead which differs from Nueva Cadiz
along it s axial length while still plastic.
it is a Twisted lX.D.2b shape.

Again it is a

Plain in being twisted

In the Beck classification

There is some variation in dimensions,

with this. sample (48 measured speci.nens) having somewhat more restricted
ranges than tffi Nueva Cadiz Plain sample.

Some clustering is apparent in

the different collections, with the sample from Nueva Cadiz being on the
larger end of the range.

Diameter varies from 3 mm. to 9 mm. (Ta.ble III).

In length· the range runs from 37.5 mm. to 61.5 nnn. with the small Nueva
Cadiz sample on the short end of the range and the other collections spread
across the range (Table IV .).

Perforations range from 1 mm. to 2.5 mm. as

in the Nueva Cadiz Plain sample.
In general oolor is much as the previous type.

In the sample from

Nueva Cadiz, eight of the ten specimens are mvy blue, one is cobalt blue,
and is dark navy blue, over white, over brown.

It is }X>ssible that some

of the solid blue specimens may actually be multi-layered, all are heavily
patinated ani colors are somewhat obscure.

The Murphy Island specimens are

all multi-layered robin l s-egg blue over opaque white or black or dark blue.
The Hacienda lJ.Lonterey and Grantham Mound

specimens are very similar.

The

bulk of the Isla de los Muertos and Peruvian examples are like this
latter multi-layered form with occasionally a clear glass center instead
of the dark blue core.

The opaque white layer beneath the robin's-egg blue

surface gives a great brilliance to these beads.

The Peruvian beads, often

in almost mint oondition, are extremely attractive beads.

A few

specimen~
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have what, at first glance, appear

-ro be inlaid stripes at the corners.

This is simply the thinning of the surface layer which allows the inner
laye r to show thrC'ugh.
The beads are made from eitre r simple or multiple gathers of glass"
made into canes by a blowing and drawing process.

:f.1ost show longitudinally

enlongated vesicles which indicate this drawing process.

Again, the precise

technique of manufacture is far from clear, alth!'ugh marvering of the gather
into a square shape before drawing seems the most likely.
Nueva Cadiz Twisted is commonly found associated with Nueva Cadiz Plain,
Peru Corner Faceted, seed beads, and chevron beads.

It occaeionally occurs

with other forms, as not Hacienda Monterey.
The type is found from Florida to the Argentine.
are from Murphy Island and Grantham Mound.

Florida examples

Other locations are: Isla de

los Muertos" Nicaragua; Changuina and one unspecified site in Costa Rica;
Juandolio, Dominican RepUblic; Hacienda l-1onterey, Colombia; Valemtim, BraZil;
Treasure Island, Canal Zone; La Campania, Ecuador; an unspecified site (No.1)
in B('livia; and Rio Chico and Gainan, Argentina.

The identification of the

sPecimens from Changuina, Costa Rica, is not certain but app€Ars highly
probably.although the

illustrations are Wlsatisfactory (Stone 1958: Fig.

1,D, opposite p. 50).

In her description Swne refers to "millefiore beads

of twisted bluish gla ssn (1958: 45), a description apI=Brently derived from
Hartman' 8 (1901 :21) earlier description of a Nueva Cadiz Plain bead. The
largest. concentration at Cajamaraquilla; Mocce, Lambeyeque; Ancon: a Itmiddle
coast" site; a"central coast" site, and four unspecified sites.
As with the previous type" there is a second ooncentration of these
beads in Huronia.

JUdging from illustrations, descriptions" and musetml
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specimens,

they appear at 3te. }I1arie I (Kidd 1949: 142, Fig. 25, O,p),

Bever~, Ontario (Schoolcraft 1851-7, I; Pl. 25, 12); Dutch Hollow, New

York (Kidd 1954); Erie, Pennsylvania (Carpenter, Pfirman, and Schoff 1948: 8);
and the Ossassane Site in Simcoe County, Ontario (Royal Ontario Museun,
Cat. No. 5643).

It appears that tre :Nueva Cadiz Plain and Nueva Cadiz

Twisted spec:iJnens from Huronia are very frequently, if not predominantly;
red~

while th0se from Spanish sites are usually blue, often in some

combination of white or clear.

There seem to be no twisted long, square,

cCltlinite beads which are as directly comp:'\rable as those which seem to be
cC'pies of Nueva Cadiz Plain.

I do not feel that the contrast in colors

between the two areas represents any color preference of the Indians of the
two regions.

It probably does reflect differences in color preferences in

the areas of manufacture.

Thus the Spanish and Canadian styles represent

two sample s of a COIIDllQn horizon style, but were probably made in different
centers.

The robin 1 s-egg blue specimens from Dutch Hollow and Simcoe county

differ from Spanish Colonial specimens in having a opaque red core, a form
not yet seen in the South.
These beads seem to have clustered in the 16th century with perhaps.
some extension into the early years of the 17th century.

Nueva Cadiz Plain

and Nueva Cadiz Twisted have a clear cut temporal position.
from Huronia have a slightly later po sition.

Example s of

The examples

~ueva

Cadiz Plain

from Juandolio, Dominican Republic and numerous specimens of both the plain
and twisted tyPes from Nueva Cadiz, abandoned in 1545,
early in the 16th century.

clear~

place the type

The Peruvian specimens are believed to date

frC\m the period immediately after the conquest.

The Florida examples,

various reasons, suggest a range continuing into the late 16th century.

~or
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The specimens from the northeast are associated with Huron or Iroquois
sites.

Beads from Dutch Hollow probably date from the very end of the

16th or the beginning of the 17th century.

Those from Ste. Marie I presmnably

date after the founding of that site in 1639 and before its destruction by
the Iroquois in 1649.

The few examples found in this last site could, of

course, have been heirloC'ms acquired by the Huron some years earlier.
Certainly the date 1649 for the destruction of Ste. Marie I is a firm
terminus ante guem for the type.
The bibliography is extensive: CarPenter, Ffir.man, and Schoff 1949: 8,
Pl. 2, 6; Cruxent and Rouse 1958-9, II: 2,15; Goggin 1952: 126; Kidd 1949:

142,

Fig. 25,

a,p; Meggars and Evans 1957: 58, Fig. 11a; Mujica Gallo 1959;

Pla. 116-8; Stone 1958: 45, Fig. 1, D, opposite page 50.
This, like the Nueva Cadiz Plain, stands out in size, shape and color
from any other glass trade beads in the New World.

Among the gifts given by

Cortez during the cClnquest of It'lexico were "twisted glass beads II (Diaz del
Castillo 1958:71).
Cadiz Twisted.

It seems highly likely that these were our type Nueva

Colonial gold and silver jewelry from the Andean area

incorp:>rates beads of this type (Brooklyn Public ~.Luseum; Mujica Gall!' 1959:
Pls. 116-8)

and it seems likely that these were types of beads worn by the

Spanish themselves.
with rosaries.

No specimens have been found set on chains as is usual

The robin t s-egg blue form, because it is so distinctive

should, unless it has an opaque red core, be designated Nueva Cadiz Twisted,
Variety!.

The opaque red form should probably be counted as Nueva Cadiz .

Twisted, Red Variety.
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Florida Cut Crystal
This is a distinctive but highly variable bead made of clear crystaline
quartz, often called rock crystal.

Most examples can be described as a

short bead characterized o:by surface faceting, spiraling 'or sculpturing. In
the Beck shape classification the most common fom l«:>uld be XIX, A. 9.

The

JOOst. common 'treatment was the cutting of from four to six rows of flat
facets on the surface.

The rarest form is the sculpturing of raised bosses

or other designs on the surface.

Single examples of beads with a plain

smooth surface are known from the Seven Oaks and Fuller Mound A si'tes in
Florida.
JXllish.

The surface was normally finished free of blemishes and has a high
Many beads, however, show scratches and scars from prolonged use.

Occasional beads are found which show so much wear as to suggest deliberate
attempts by the Indians to grind off the sharp angles between adjacent
facets or spirals.
great

d~al

The beads are nade by lapidary techniques which show a

of sophistication.

The largest sample available f(\r detailed study consists of five beads
from the Seven Oaks Site, Florida.
Flnrida is lmown to exist.

A larger collection from Ft. center,

They measure as follows:

Plain surface
Spiral cut
Faceted

11 x 12 mm.
11 x 16.5 nun.
8.5 x 12 mm.
10 x 12 mm.
12 x 17 mm.

A specimen from the True Site is somewhat larger, measuring 13.5 x 21 nun.
From Horrs Island there is one specimen measuring 7 x 10 mm.

It is my

impression that the twenty specimens, that I have only briefly seen, from

· Ft. Center would all fall within this range.

A somewhat differently

prolX'rtioned one from Fuller lv!Clund A measures 27 x 11 nun. (Rouse 1951:
Pl. 8, I).

Perfora.tions range from 1 mm. to 1.5 mm.

specimens is a water-clear, transparent crystal.
in~lusions,

The color in all

borne specimens show naws,

and other structural lines.

Using lapidary techniques, the bead was cut from crystaline quartz,
shaped; and faceted.

The cutting medium fClr quartz, with a hardness of 7.0

in the Noh Scale, is not known.

It may well have been quartz powder used

I11'Ilnh as diamond dust is used to cut diamonds.

The perforation was drilled

from one end, leaVing a parallel-sided hole.

At each end of the per.foration

is a shallow pit with conchoidal fracture ripples.

One of these pits must

have been delicately struck to start the drill, the other when t.he drill
broke thrClugh as the perf!lration was finished.
FIC'rida Cut Crystal beads are most connnonly
gooseberry seed, and similar beads.

associ~ted

with chevron,

They are not fC'und on sites with Nueva

Cadiz Plain or Nueva Cadiz Twisted beads.

At a number of sites in south-

western Florida the type occurs with Florida Coin Beads, as at Ft. Center.
The F10rida Coin Bead was locally made, by either Indians or shipwrecked
mariners, from Spanish silver coins.

This suggests that these crystal

beads ma.y have been primarily salvage or loot.
The tyPe is most typically found in Florida, occuring at Goodnow Mound,
True Site, Seven Oaks Site, Lake Marion, Punta Rassa, Cayo Palu, Curiosity
Hammock, Bee Branch, Johns Pass Mound, Lake Butler, Horrs Island 5, Orange
C"unty, Fuller Mound A, East Lake Tohopeka1iga, and Ft. Center.
Fl"rida the type appears to be rare.

Outside of

A single specimen has been seen from

Jamestown, Virginia (Bushnell: 1937 27-35, Pl. 1).

They appear to be
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examples C'f C\ur type, yet they aro aSBOc1t\ted with a. vnrietl ot striped
beads, as well as "Bristol Beadsu , called by De Jarnette Georgia
(De Jarnette and Hansen 1960: 57).
sites of the 18th century.

!1i.l!£ Oval

This type is hig~ typical of English

The significance of the Virginian occurrence

is far frC'm clear but suggests that they may have been heirlooms.

On the

basis of the Florida associatiC'ns, this type appears to date from the
m:i.dtil_'· 1 Gt.b c~ntury and part of the first half of the 17th century.

The

Virginia specimens seem to date from the late 17th century and the middle
of the 18th century.
A cclosely related type is known frOOl FlC'rida mission sites such as

Pine Tuft.

These are somewhat snaller, are faceted, and always are snall

ovate pendants with a transverse h01e near the apex.

These may actually

belong to the basic type but they do differ in a number of attributes and
are considerably later, dating from about 1700.
References are n0t especially abundant:
two bott0m rows;
Snith 1956:

Bushnell 1937: 27-35, Pl. 1,

Griffin and Smith 1948: 14, 29; Rouse 1951, Pl. 8, G-I;

67.

This is a rather surprising bead to find in any quantity in Indian
sites.

It, must have been quite expensive as its Jilanufacture involved highly

skilleu techniques of facetir.g ) drilling, and }Xllishing.

It, therefore,

hardly seems designed fC\r the Indian trade as were many of the rather
crudely-made glass beads associated with it.

I am inclined to believe it

was imported as personal pC'ssessions by the Spanish.

They may have come

into Indian hands through salvage of shipwrecks as loot from stranded
mariners, or have been bartered in exchange for captive mariners, or for

gold l!'oted from the wrecks by Indians..

The noticab1e concentration in

the Lake Okechobee Basin and the west coast strongly suggests that they
formed part of the tribute which the east ooast Indians sent periodically
to the Ca1usa ..
Johnson says that in 16th century Spain rock crystal IIwas popular with
cormoisseurs of the Renaissance.
app.liel1

:trt,~

Holding a prominent place among the

of the Y.d.ddle Ages, crystal carving reached in this period a

dcvp.lc-pnent (\f even greater perfection ll (1938: 198).

Quartz crystal

cutting was related to work in the much softer jet as both were heavily
f~ceted.

One center was traditionally near Ronceveaux, where Roland so

heroically died.
This type should not be confused with marvered or m0lded faceted
beads of glass so typical of the late lath century or early 19th centuryI
such as Tallasseechatchee Transparent Decahedral (De Jarnette and Hansen
1960: 57).

These authors cite Woodward's dating of 1600 for their glass

bead type and state that ground facets are later.
by the Florida evidence.

This is not supported

Figure 1
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Latt: Nueva Cadiz Plain

Right: Nueva Cadiz Twisted

FlgtlN 2

Florida Cat Crystal
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TABLE 1.

Site

3.5

Nueva Cadiz
Isla de los
Muertos

2

DIAMETER OF NUEVA CADIZ PLAIN BEADS

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

8.0

4

1

7

1

4

4

12

5

11

6

7

3

1

1

1

8.5

9.0

1

1

10.0

TABLE 2. LENGTH OF NUEVA CADIZ PLAIN BEADS

Nueva Cadiz

Isla de los Muertos

37.0

1

38.0

1

40.0

8

41.0

3

1

41.5

4

1

42.0

1

43.0

1

44.0

1

45.0

1

46.0

1

47.0
48.0

1
1

49.0

1

50.0

1

50.5
51.0
52.0

1
1

1
1

52.5

1

53.0

2

53.5
54.0

1
1

54.5

1

55.0
57.5
62.5

2
1
1

68.0
69.0

1
1

71.0

1

1

TABLE 3.

3.5 4.0

3.0

Site

DIAMETER OF NUEVA CADIZ TWISTED BEADS

4.5 5.0 5.5

6.0

1

1

Nueva Cadiz
Isla de los
Huertos

1

6

1

1

Peru

1

7

4

6

2

2

1

6.5

7.0

7.5

2

1

1

8.0 8.5

2

1
1

Florida
TOTALS

,.... .....

..

0

0

0

~

~
~

~
~

Nueva Cadiz 1 1

1

II"l

~

II"l

II"l

II"l

\0

~

1

1

10

~

II"l

0

II"l

0

~

~

co
~

CJ'\

~

CJ'\

~

0

3

1

1

2

1

0

II"l

2

1

1

3

2

1

2

1

II"l

0

r-l

II"l

. .

II"l

0

0

~

~

II"l

\0
II"l

1

2

2

II"l

0

II"l

0

II"l

r-l

N
II"l

N
II"l

~

II"l

II"l

4

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

II"l

~

II"l

0

co

II"l

0
0

\0

1
2

1

2

1

II"l

0

II"l

.-4

\0

\0

1

1

1

1

1

1
1 1

5

1

. . . . . . . .

,.... ,....

1

Florida

8

7

LENGTH OF NUEVA CADIZ TWISTED BEADS

Isla de los
Huertos
Peru

1

6

1

1

TABLE 4.

TOTAL

2

1

3

9.0

3

1

1

3

1

3

1

1

1

2

2

1
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Restoration Study at the Paca House, Annapolis, Maryland

HISTORY

The Photogrsph of The Paca HOU~'l before the
Eu..si Wing was raised in 1890. providcl) important
r~slurati"n dat'l. (LibrlUY of COngress Photograph)

f

C.W. Peale Pm1mit nr WiIli3m Pactl Sho~;ng
vu.lutlble dUCfi for lhe Gs,rden Restoration.
(Painting QYlncd by the Pealmdy Institute;
on Perm3nant Exhjbition ilt the Maryland
Historical Society. Baltimore)

ARCHITECTURE

The remaining section ur th~ Qriginsl kitchen
fir~pI3Cl:: arch, revealed when plaster was removed
fwm the East Wing Wall

r

West Wing fireplace

~h(lv.i.ng eighteenth.

nineteenth and twentieth century con·
struction.

[
ARCHAEOLOGY

[

I
I
I
I

The E::lst Wing wall inside the twentieth century
hay shl)willg the !Inea House cOnstructioll over
an t~ll.r1ier watL

Oyster She-ll Midden inside the
twentieth century buy of the
I·;a·l>t Wing, cOlilaining eighteenth
century artifl1ct~ (If the Puca
Period, from 1763 to 1780.

Pre·17b3 Foundation ''''all on
which the Paca House E351 Wing
W3S constructed, $howing the
inlet for the Drain through the
brick wall.

Excayated area behind the West Hyphen showing
the nineteenth century walk over hricks from gn
eighteenth cen'ury drllin.
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REsrCJRATION ARCHAEuLlJGY AT THE PACA HOUSE
ANNAPULIS, MARYLAND
Stanley South
N.C. Dept. of Archives and History
In 1965, Historic Annapolis, Inc. acquired the large brick structure
that had once been the home of William Paca, signer of the Declaration of
Independence.

In the twentieth century the building had been the front of

a large hotel lmown as Carvel Hall.

This hotel ha.s been rrzed, and

restoration of the Paca House and garden is under way.

The architect

res}:Onaible for the restoration of the house is Jams s Burch, AIA, who has
been rorrying out a detailed examination of the structure for many months.
Realizing the need

f~r

archaeological work to accompany the stuQy his office

was making of the building itself, Mr. Burch, through Contract Archaeology,
Inc. of AlexQ.ndria, Virginia made plans for a combinatiC'n study designed to
reveal information about the house and its occupants through historical and
archaeological research.

Although originally tX\nceived as a team effort

inv!'lving an historian and an archaeolog1st, this writer agreed to carry
out bC'th stUdies in a fC'ur month period, as well as recording, through
photographs, the evidence being examined by the architects in the house
itself.

The work was done on a sub-contract basis fC'r C()ntract ArchaeolC'gy,

Inc.
This approach of oombining the information pro duced through
architectural examination, historical research, and archaeology, represents
the ideal situation for the study of an historic structure for the
of restoration.

All possible care and deliberatiC\n is

b~ing

~pose

exercised in

the study of this building, and only after all the evidence has been
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gathered will the architect finally attempt to make his working drawings for
the restoration.

A complete report on the historical research, the

archaeological work, and the photog:ro.phic study of the architectural clues
has been written and turned over to the architect.

This volume constitutes

one of the cornerstone s for the restoration, a necessary one in competent
effC'rts at the preservation of our heritage through historic structures.
This paper is a review of the work carried out on this project from June
through September, 1967.
The Paca House is a large brick count~ house built on Prince Ueorge
Street in Annapolis, representing only one of a number

C'f

fine homes built

in the mid-eighteenth century by gentlemen of wealth and position in that

city.

The historical research revealed that it was built by William Paca,

h~ginning in

1763, and was probably completed enough for occupancy by 1765.

It was the home of William Paca and his wife Hary Chew until her death in

1774. After that time Paca was away from Annapolis a great deal, concerned
with the affairs of the C<,ntinental C"ngress in Philadelphia.

He sold the

house, in 1780, to a fellow attorney, Thomas Jenings, who made it
for his family until his death in 1796.

the heme

The J enings heirs rented the hC'use

to Baron Henri de Stier in 1797, who was the only aristocrat ever to live
there.

Throughout most of the nineteenth century the house was rental

property, serving during the last quarter of that

centu~

as a boarding

house, and climaxed as rental property by the construction C'f Carvel Hall
Hotel shortly after the turn of the twenti.eth century.

2,5

In 1878, the west wing was raised

~n

additional f1"'Or" and in 1890 the

east wing und hyphen were also raised to accoJ1lhlOdate more b<'arders.

These

additions will be removed, and the kitchen wing and the office wing
re st0red to their original 0ne-story-and-garret appearance.

During the

removal of nineteenth century lathing in the ceiling of the main house, the
architect discovered a n0te placed there by a carpenter
alt':3ratit::'ns.

wh~

was carrying out

This note stated, "This atic story was finished for Mrs. Dr.

Kermedy By James L. Taylor, Carpenter, June 1885. 11

It was

liLTS.

Kennedy who

operat,ed the boarding house.
The historical research was car'ried out in Armapolis, vJashington,
Philadelphia and Baltimore, in order t.(l recover as much data as p0ssible ab0ut
the occupants of the Paca House, with emphasis, of course, on William Faca.
The Paca family history was f0110wed into the mid-seventeenth century to
William Paca t s great grand .9.ther" Robert Peaker.

The next step in this

directit'n WC'uld be resea.rch in three oounties in England where the Peaker
family is locn.ted.

Along with the [;one~logical res~n:rc.h er~phasis was placed

on personal interests and qualities of the man William Paca, such as his
interest in the Jockey Club, and his membership in an early social group
known as the Romony Club.

His activities in the field of public affairs

as a prominent lawyer and judge, signer "f the Declaration of Independence and
governor of l'iaryland were not emphasized in this study since these phases of
the activity of the man have been frequently covered by historians.
Of particular interest in regard to the fonnal garden lmown to have been
located at the rear

~f

the Paca H0use is the painting by Charles W. Peale of

. Paca, in the background of which there is a two story

SUl1~ler

hnuse" a

smaller house (probably the bath house), a bridge with a Chinese ChippendaJe

2S
JiJOtif rai.li.ng, and a brick wall with vertical slots along its length.

A

Maryland state H0use in the late

photograph made from the dome of the

nineteenth century reveals the fact that a slotted brick wall such as shown
in this painting separated the Paca House garden from King George Street.

From this correlation we

kn!"W

that the scene depicted by Peale was indeed at

the Paca House on Prince George street, and from this the architect and the
landRca~ gardener~

are able to obtain valuable information for restoraticn

C'f the garden.
Of similar value are sketcht:: s made of the Paca House by F.B. Mayer in
1872, and photographs taken before the east wing and hyphen were raised in
lS90.

These are significant tC" the architect resIX'nsible for the rest~ration,

prf'viding info:rmation not

availabl~

elsewhere.

The architectural study has involved the removal of f10C'rs to reveal
earlier floors, removal of

reinf~rced

concrete floors to reveal old ground

surfaces beneath, under which archaeC'logical work was then carried C'ut, and
removal of later wall surfaces to reveal those earlier ones beneath.

The

archaeologist and architect literally worked side by side in the examination
of hearths, walls, and floors in an effort at understanding the story to be
revealed at the Paca House.
Through removal of plaster from walls, old doorways were revealed, as
well as clues

w

C'riginal p:>sitioning of windows and floor levels.

Study

in the top floor of the main house revealed that there had originally been

five dormers instead (\f the three there today.

The outline of shelving

against the exterior of the main house, with eighteenth century type plaster
applied after the ahel-ves were in

p~ce p.l'\.ldu~ed

eighteenth century date for the wide o!-st hyphen.

evidence JX)inting toward an
This is the sort of

evidence being studied in the architectural ex,."minnt.ion of the

h~use.
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The archaeological goals were to establish the original grades in the
area cf the Paca House, both thC'se present at the time construction began,
as well a s the grade originally established after construction of the house
was complete.

Through a series of squares all around the house this

information was revealed.

The area of the Paca House was an orange clay hill

at the time construction began in 1763, no original topSC'il being found in
place anywhere on the site.

Because construction was beginning at a subsoil

level" ie. on a hard oorapact clay, the builders felt that there was little
need for oonstruction ditches, and sat the building on the surface of the
ground in most instances, adding fill against the house after construction
was corapleted in order to landscape the area and force

dra~ge

away from

the building.
·Besides the gc"al of determining original grades, the discovery of the
function of the two wings was desired, as well as the recovery of information
relative. to walks, old entracnes, and any other features of significance that
would aid in an understanding C'f the history of the house.

Many questions

were aSked by the architect and the archaeologist, but only a small
percentage were able to be oompletely answered, as is usually the case.

New

questi('ns were also raised in the process of answering others.
During excavation at the rear of the west wing a brick surface drain
was found two feet below present grade.

This drain passed beneath a later

brick lined walk containing mid-nineteenth century objects.

In one area

the drain had been partially removed in order to construct a plant bed, the
outline of which could be clearly seen against the orange clay sub soil.

The

plant bed c!'ntained numerous fragments of wall plaster, along with cerar.dc
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type s dating from 1790 to 1805, indicating that repairs were very likely
made to the house during this period.

From the historical records we lmow

that Baron de stier made repairs to the house in 1797 and 1798, and from
this we might conjecture that it was from the se repairs that the plaster
came to be in the plant bed.

We know a1S("'1, that the Baron brought his own

gardener with him from Antwerp, Hol1acd when he came to America.
From the work around the west wing we find that almost no kitchen
midden material was throw into the yard here, ruling out this wing as the
kitchen.

However, in front of the west wing a walk nf cC'a1 ash was

discovered leading to a window.

From an examination C'f this area of the

brick wall beneath the window, it became apparent that a window had
originally been here, and that it had been converted into a do0rway, then
back intC' a window again.

From artifacts lying over the walk it was JXlssible

to determine that the change from a window to a door had occurred during
the second decade of the nineteenth century, during the ownership of the
he-use by Lewis Neth.

In front of the west hyphen a walk composed of oyster shells was found.
Among these shells was a quantity of broken china dating from 1790 to 1805,
indicating the period for the accumulation of this midden.
its accumulati0n

~u1d

The period of

indicate that it was likely taken' froLl a midden

dep'sit of Thomas Jenings who lived in the house from 1780 until his death
in 1796, or possibly from a midden accumulated during the occupation of the

house by Baron de Stier from 1797 to 1800.

The walk was likely built during

the ownership of the hOllse by Lewis Neth, and may have been CC'nstructed of
shell from his own midden deposit of the first decade of the nineteenth
century.

It was not until excavation was carried C'ut '00 the east ('If the east
wing of the house that material

\laS

fOWld that could definitely be associated

with the builder of the he,use, William Paca.
wing, a pile of oyster shells was found.

Here, beside the door to this

Mixed with the shells and bone

were fragments of Oriental }X'rcelain, salt-glazed stoneware, delft, faience,
and c:reamware, all types of the 1760's and 1770's, definitely establishing
this deposit as that accumulated during the occupation of the house by
William Paca.

This midden was found to extend along the side 0f the house,

beneath twentieth century ba.ys that had been added to the wing.

The

presence of this deposit here definitely established this wing as the
kitchen.
Of p:lrticular interest here was the discovery that this wing was built
on the stone foundation C'f an earlier structure, the early building having
been

~me

feet shorter than the Paca House wing.

Another significant

discovery was the fact that a drain passed from inside the wing through the
brick wall, and into an underground pipe made of bricks.

This drain was

stopped up by oyster shells that had been thrown into the drain opening,
causing a slOWing of the drainage.

Gradually it completely stopped with

fish bones, scales, and other small framnents from the kitchen.

From the

ceramic fragments recovered from this drain it became apparent that it was
not used a8 a drain much after 1785, and therefore was apparently clogged
during the use C'f the house by Thomas Jenings.
During the excavation inside the east wing a small brick storage box
was found in the po sition that was just beneath the original stairs to the
garret.

This was apparently a secret hiding place, perhaps used by certain
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trusted servants.

From excavation in the area of the east wall of the east

wing a fault line was revealed, paralleling the wall, with an open crack
occurring at the edge of the original construction ditch.

This open crack

in the soil was seen as a result of the raising of the wing in 1890, at which
time a greater weight was added to the foundation wall, causing it to tilt
slightly C'utward due tC' the fact that the brick bearing wall sat on the
C'uter edge ('f the original stone fC'undation.

As this wall gradually leaned

out during the years after 1890, cracks appeared, and it shC'wed signs of
possible collapse.

It was in the early years of the twentieth century,

therefore, that the owners apparently saw the necessity of somehow buttressing the east wall to prevent its collapse.

To do this they constructed two

bays, which ,in effect, provided four buttressing walls, supporting the
leaning wing wall.

From this interpretation of the fault seen in the ground,

plus a study of the wing wall itself, the archaeolngist was able to recommend
to the architect that during restoration of this wing, these buttresses be
left in place until the sect:\nd fioor weight was removed, then, with the
lower fle'or strengthened, the buttressing bays could then be safely removed.
Excavation in the front yard of this wing revealed a brick cistern
sealed with a stone placed over the cemented dnme.

'When this stone was

moved it was fc,und that the cistern was twenty feet deep, and had eight
feet of quicksand inside.

Pipes leading into the cistern were traced to the

corner of the h(\use, where they had once fed rain water from the roof of the
house into the cistern.
century.

It was probably cnnstructed in the nineteenth

Fill over the capstone produced artifacts from the late nineteenth

century, indicating that this was the period during which the use of the
cistern was stopped.

In this regard a reference dated 1893 inrlicat.es that
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in that year the old well was capped at a cost of one dollar.

The old

well referred to was likely the cistern archaeologically revealed to have
been capped in the last decade of the nineteenth century.
In front of the east hyphen another oyster shell walk was found,
matching that on the opposite side of the house.

Beneath this walk, as

beneath the other, was evidence that the original walk had been of brick.
Thi s walk at present stops at a window, but closure bricks, plus 1790 to 1805

period cerarlu.c s in the walk point toward a doorway here at an early dat.e,
before the present window was installed.

A brick steps was fOWld here also,

leading down to the lowered floor of the hyphen.

This steps date 5 from the

nineteenth century, hC'wever, the original c1c'orway having been at groWld level.
In front of the house and plralle1 .with it the remain of a brick wall
was found.

This was apparently a low retaining wall, possibly deRigned to

prevent ero sion of the front yard of the house.

It was torn down in the

nineteenth centur.y, and replaced by a brick wall closer to the street.

The

fact that this brick wall pissed over one of the shell walks in the front
yard. allowed its r,onstruction date

to be fixed.

Beneath the wall, in the

shell walk, frs@1lents of creamware and pearlware were recovered that would
indicate that the wall was constructed probably between 1780 and 1790,
during the period of Thomas J enings' use of the house, and was not built
until after l'lilliam Paca sold the house.
From this short

SUIJInary

of the

~rk

carried out at the Paca House in

Annapolis during the SUIinner of 1967, some of the problems and accomplishments of a restoration archaeology project are highlighted.
. is undertaken by

res~nsible

As more work

agencies toward the restoration of historic
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structures, an ever increasing need will be felt for historic site
archaeologists who are skilled not only in the cnmpetent excavation and
interpretation of archaeological sites,

but who can undertake to correlate

the information so gained with the architectural examination and historical
documentation relative to a standing building.

Thus, the historic site

archaeologist I s particular eophasis on the systematic recovery of data from
the earth" interpreted through analogy with inforoation recovered through
historical research, and correlated with evidence revealed in standing
historic buildings, enables him to meet the unique challenge of restoration
archaeology.
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PURT TOULOUSE,* FIRST Il'J"VE3rIGATIONS, 1966
David W. Chase
The Montgomery Museum of .rline Arts
Montgomery, Alabama
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Abstract
Fort Toulouse, known to the French of the time as "aux Alibamons"
and to the English "Fort of the A1abamas ll , was constructed in 1717 at the
order of the Louisiana governor, C.Tean Baptiste LeMoyne de Bienville. This
wooden stockaded fort was located at the junction of the Coosa. and the
Tallapoosa Rivers in what is now central Alabama. The main purpose of
this establishment was to frustrate the English in their attempts to expand
westward. Thus it was a 'listening post I for troubles which might arise
from either the Carolinas or from Florida where the Spanish still had power.
Its secondary role was to keep the peace among the Creeks and Choctaws of
the region. Abandoned in 1763 after the French and Indian War, the area
came under British control, however, the British did not establish its own
garrison in the fort. Its next military use was in 18l4,when General
Andrew Jackson occupied it and it became Fort Jackson. Shortly afterward,
it was the site for the signing of the Treaty of Fort Jackson which ended
Indian power in the Southeast forever.
Archaeological explorations of the fort area were begun in the smnmer
of 1966 by the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts. Investigations were
initially conducted in fields to the south of the fort site proper. Evidence
of an Indian settlement contemporar,y with the French fort was detected
through the uncovering of features in exploratory trenches. This may have
been the town of Pakana located lIa musket shot ll from the fort. A brick
ruin was also uncovered during these investigations which seemed to have
been one of the associated outbuildings.

l

,..
L

* Note

of Appreciation
The work at Fort Toulouse was
accomplished through the volunteer service s of members of the :kontgomery
Archaeological Society. Special thanks are due Mr. William hass McQueen,
Superintendent of Elmore County Schools who aided our project in many ways.
For securing permission to excavate through the state Conservation
Commission, I would like to express thanks to Mr. Lawrence Marks, Chief,
Division of State Parks who has many times expressed a personal interest in
the history and ultimate fate of Fort Toulouse 88 a public attraction.
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The need for harmonious relationships with resident Indians was
always a prerequisite to the establishment of colonial holdings for the
competing European JX>wers in the New World.

This need, according to the

governor of French Louisiana Jean Baptiste LeMoyne deBienville" could be

L

r
r

satisfied through the establishment of outposts along the perimeter of
the territory where such stations could dispense the warmth of friendship
as well as maintain economic ties with the Indians.

These }Xlsts could also

serve as 'listening points! in the event trouble threatened from either the
Spanish or English competitors.

posts were established.

In what is now Alabama, two such military

The first, built at the mouth of the Coosa and the

Tallapoosa Rivers where they join to form the Alabama, was Fort Toulouse.
The post is noted on old maps by the French reference of the time as

I.
[

"les Alibamons tl or uaux A1ibamons l1 , Toulouse was completed in the summer
of 1717.
In the western part of the state at the junction of the Warrior and
Tombigbee Rivers was built Fort Tombecbe at a much later date - 1735.

Our

concern is for the historical status and fate of Fort Toulouse in this revie1'4
The rumblings of the Yamassee War had been quieted for only two years

I.

when the French Captain de 1a Tour*

and his group of soldiers and Indians

I.

,,.
* D~ 1a Tour was a Lieutenant when he had the assignment of building
Toulouse. There is some reason to believe that he had been given this
task as a punishment for certain behavior lIunbecoming an officer" (Thomas,1SCD)
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journeyed up the Alabama River from Mobile to build an outpost for the
territory.

This was, in effect, an opportunistic move on the part of the

French who wanted to gain the friendship of Indians who were becoming
disenchanted with the treatment accorded them by the British in the southern

L
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colonies.
The first fort was built of logs, no doubt, and featured a pllisade
line 300 feet to the side and containing barracks and a magazine and a
store house.

A moat was also built around the fort (Thomas, pp. 150-51).

f

In later years, civilians including women and children were

lmolffi

to have

lived in the fort or in its vicinity.
The fort may have suffered the effects of a disasterous flood within
five years after its initial construction and had to be re-built on a new

I.

site.

At any rate" it was completely replaced or rennovated in 1734

(Thomas, p. 151).
Although the fort never became involved in a hostile attack, it did
suffer internal difficulties on at least one occasion.

Being a remote

frontier post where the niceties of life immediately available to the
soldiery in the 1Jiobile garrison were entirely lacking and supplies were
slow in arriving, the discomfort and loss of morale among the men stationed
there can be well underst00d.

In the year 1723, three non-commissioned

officers and five men caused the garrison to mutiny (the complement at
the p:>st was about twenty-five to thirty officers and men).
were tied up and the fort ransacked.

The officers

The mutineers escaped with the

intention of reaching the English in the Carolinas, however, these men,
numbering perhaps twenty or so" were all either killed or captured except
for two who escaped (Thomas, p. 158). 1

1 Cotterill gives date for the mutiny as 1721. p. 23.

Two wars contributed toward the tennination of French colonial JX>wer
in the New World.

The first of these was King George I s War (1744-48)" and

finally, the Seven Year's War, better known by historians as the French

L
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The latter oonflict took place from 1756 to 1763.

and Indian War.

With

influence and power gone, the French withdrew from their Alabama outposts
of Tombecbe and Toulouse.

The garrison hauled down the tricolor at

Toulouse around November, 1763.

Prior to their departure, they spiked their

cannon and pushed them into the Coosa River.

Some years later, some of

them were recovered, un spiked, and used in 4th of July oelebrations in
}/lOntgomery (Pickett, p.. 194).
Because the Indians Who lived in the vicinity of the abandoned French
fort were hostile toward the English, the latter made no attempt to

L

establish a military force there, however, the fort site or nearby Indian
Villages may have become the residence for the Indian agent for the Crown

I

in the years prior to the Revolution.

After the

disast";lor,·",~.

(for the Indians) Battle of Horse"shoe Bend,

General Andrew Jackson marched his victorious force s to the junction of
the rivers and re-built the old fort.

General Thomas Pinclmey, Jackson's

superior at the time, named the new fort - Fort Jackson, in honor of
Jackson 1 s

vi~tory

over the Indians.

The American po st then became the

scene for the signing of the Treaty of Fort Jackson which was signed
there in the month of August, 1814, and terminated the power of the Creek
Indians forever afterward.
The fort remained manned until the early 1820's when it was abandoned
and the lands put up for public sale.

2

An abortive attempt: to locate. a

2 An early map dating to about 1820 indj.cat.~8 ::l
the fort site at Cahaba on November 1.~1J,., lB2D.

fl.~l~

of landS' around
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community whose name was to be tTown of Fort Jackson l was made after the
public sale.

The site, although never made into a modern community, did

remain in private hands until quite recently.

In 1912, the Alabama

Society of Colonial Dames erected a marker, a ten foot high granite monument,

L
f

on the site showing it as being the location of the old French fort.
smaller stone

m~nument

Andrew Jackson.

A

was placed on the site in 1915 in memory of General

In ceremonies held in June, 1961, the site was designated

a historical landmark by the United States Department of the Interior and
a monument indicating that fact was placed there in June, 1964.
Strong efforts to secure lands embracing the site for a public park
have been made by a Wetumpka group of citizens.

They organized under the

name of The Fort T<'ulouse Memorial Park Association.

Attempts were made

on at least one occasion by that group to interest the National Park
Service in establishing a federal park or monument on the site.

At the

time, the Horseshoe Bend l~ational Park was being developed and administratWe
procedures apparently were not oriented toward incorporating another place
in Alabama into the park system.

The State of Alabama since 1963 has

managed to acquire several tracts of land through negotiations with private
owners or through condemnation proceedings and these include the fort site

L
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proper and the large prehistoric Indian site and mound which lies to the
west of the fort.
In conjunction with the ultimate aim of the

S~ate

of Alabama in making

the site into a public park and historical monument, it was felt that some
effort should be made toward the exploration of the area with a view
toward locating actual building locations associated with the fort, as well
as to recover artifacts which could be properly documented and placed in a
museum which might be a part of future park developnent.

Two situations
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indicated a great need for this potential to be recovered as scon as
JX>ssible.

First, erosion of the Coosa River bank had accelerated over

recent years and roth Indian and historical site are threatened with
severe damage and subsequent data loss; secondly, for a period of nearly

L

thirty years, treasure diggers have been pillaging the nearby Indian site

,

and mound.to the point that there is practically no part of the latter area

l

which has not been churned up by Sunday afternoon treame seekers.

(

~a.ROn,

For this

ann hecause the well end0wed graves have been exhausted for the

most part. Mr. J.Y. Brame in a recent conversation told me that in the

years 1920 through 1935 over 1,OOO"Indian graves had been dug on the site.
Mr. Brame was a member of the Alabama Anthrorological Society during t.hat
time.

Attention is now being turned toward the historic fort site.

At

least one historic Indian grave was found by casual diggers recently who
were anned with a mine detector and were tr100ldng for ooins u •
In the stmmler of 1966, Mr. Lawrence Marks, Chief of the Alabama State
Parks Division secured permission for the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arto
to conduct limited explorations in and near the fort site.

Initially,

the open field to the south of the fort site proper was aelected to confirm
the historical reference to the !Alabama village"Ila musket shot.. from the

L
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fort •.3

This may have been the town of Pakana which, in later times may

have moved further east along the Tallapoosa hiver.

3

Thomas, p. 153.
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1966 Explorations
An exploratory trench laid out on a roughly east

was established through the open field about

l

r
,

to west base line

150' from the .nearest

lmown

visible tort earthwork (at least two corner bastions and part of the north
moat are still easily seen at the date of this writing).
narrow

(10

A total of five

X 2 ft.) trenches were dug along this line and one additional

trench along a north-south line at the south end of the field.
designated Excavation Units I and II respectively.

These were

These trenches,

together with shovel tests at various points in the field, indicated that
both aboriginal artifacts, some prehistoric types included, and artifacts
of European origin were compressed into the upper 8-10 inches over a
well defined clay hardpan.

L

Since the field had been under a long period

of cultivation, there was practically no separation in terms of stratigraphy
in this zone.

The procedure then was to take a count of specimens by tyPe

from the upper zone over the hardpan in each section.

In the process,

a search for undisturbed features or penetrations into the clay substrata
were sought for and in the over-all project, six were found.
The trenches were measured from a base p::>int located at the western
edge of the field of examination.
line measured from

Since the first trench on the base

50 to 60 feet along the line from the base stake, it

was then identified as Trench or Section 5e-60E.

This series of trenches,

five in all on the base line were considered as an excavation unit and
termed Unit I.
t::~

A second such excavation unit was begun to tb3 south of

base line on a north-south (roughly) line which was perpendicular to

the main ba Be line.

Only one 10 X 2 foot trench was taken out with two

features eXIX>sed; this trench was Excavation Unit II (see Fig. 1).
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An inventory of artifacts recovered from the upper zone in each

trench is recC'lrded in Table I.
1

An inventory of contents of each feature

is presented in Table II.
Feature Descriptions

L

Feature 1 This was a large, flat bottomed pit in Section 51-60E.

r

feature penetrat,ed t.he clay hardpan to a depth of 1211 •
and 6' in diameter.

It was

This

circular

The fill consisted of very black clay-sand wi. th

r

flecks of charcoal and streaks of wood ashes throughout.

Artifacts

recovered from the pit proper (below disturbed ploughed upper zone)
involved mostly Indian pottery of the Creek type; that is, rim and body
sections which are identified as being in the Oomulgee
Childersburg classification range.

~elds

and

Glass, porcelain, stoneware, faience,

iron objects, gunspalls of the French type and brass objects were all of
probable European origin.

Two plain brass buttons may have been of a

military tyPe but there were no identifying marks

to confirm this.

Several kaolin type pipe stem fragments were contained in the feature.

i
L
~

Two peach pits were also

an interesting find.

The latter were quite

small but the identification was unmistakable.
In terms of the nature of both the Indian and European associated
artifacts, there seems little doubt but that this important feature dates.
to the 18th century.

Whole ceramic artifacts were lacking except for a

restorable fragment of a Childersburg Incised bowl.
,:~~.·~apt

On most historic sites

FC'rt Toulouse, the findi.ng of faience or majolica type ceramics

,o;o\1.1.d be rare.

In the typical contact site assemblage, trade china is

invariably staffordshire of the late 18th and early 19th Centuries.

The

keg hoop fragments pertained to small (roughly 14-16" diameter) kegs -

•

}X'3sibly used for transport of gunspalls, powder or musket balls.

Brick

fragments were not large enC\ugh to extract a good measurement.
Feature 2

This almost sterile pit was intercepted in Section 6O-70E.

It

J

was 1 1 9" deep and 3' 1 U in diameter at the widest point exposed on the

L
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section floor.

It wa s not completely explored and therefore its dimensions

and nature can only be partially described.

Only 16 objects were reoodded

from this feature which led to some speculation as to its purpose.
fill, like that of Feature 1, consisted of very black

10o~

The

silt wi t.h some

charcoal.
Feature 3

Located in Section 1l0-l20E.

This is represented by a

scattering of bricks, 42 in all exposed.
did not permit a complete exposure.
with the bricks as a probable

~rt

There were many more, but time

Mixed in and without doubt associated
of the original structure, were eight

large field stones, three being schist and the other being a hematitic
sandstone common to the area.

If the original structure had been a

chimney' or part of a house support, it w:>uld have seemed reasonable that
some form of cement or plaster would have also occurred, but none was found.
Some charcoal fragments together with animal bone - mostly domestic pig
(sus scrofa) constituted the total range of faunal remains in the feature.

L
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Glass, iron and one blue on white soft paste ware which I identify as
Delft were also found.

The bricks were measured and the resultant

measurement compared with the scale set up by Lazarus. 4
Feature 3 brick measured 8 X 3~ X 2 inche s.

The typical

Two reference areas for

::;ample recovery come fairly cl0 se to the Lazarus bricks all of which were
gathered from sites in the Pensacola Bay area.

4-

Lazarus" 1965.

One type, listed as

J Spanish

1722-54.

tile J measuring 7 3/4 X 3

J/ 4

X l~ inches with a SC'urce date of

This date would be acceptable for a structure during the Fort

Toulouse period, but the measurements are not close enough.

The second

type measures 8 X 4 X 2 3/8 inches and is listed as an American brick

L

with a time refererBe of 1838-77,entirely t~o late for even the later Fort
Jackson re-occupation of the fort

r
1

about 1825.

which would have a terminal date of

In South's measurement of Brunswick bricks of the small type

we have a measurement of 7~ X 3i X l~ inches with a time span of 1730 tC'
1760. 5

It may be that we are dealing with an as yet unrecorded brick type

used by the French.

In view of the Delft association with the ruin, I

would be inclined to confine the ruin date to a date earlier than 1800.
Although there are no records reflecting the species and number of
domestic animals at Toulouse at any specific date, it would seem almost
certain that both pigs and cattle were kept for food purposes.

A deserter

to the English in 1755 stated that there were 140 women and children living
in and about the fort.

6 It is quite unlikely that these people lived

exclUsively on Indian fare.

Further investigation in the fort site

proper will certainly result in the recovery of bricks which can be used
for comparative measurement.

L

,,.

..In exposing the brick debris, approximately 36 square feet of
overburden was removed as a lateral trench extension.

Depth to bricks and

other objects was from 10 to 12 inches from topsoil level" however, it was

5 South, 1964.
6

Thomas, 1960.

4.3
ObV.iOllS

In 1963,

that many of the bricks had been disturbed by the plough.

when this site was visited by the writer for the first time, this field
was under cultivation.

Many objects were found in the plough zone to

include bricks - usually concentrated in certain parts of the field as if

L

thes~

marked the locations of collapsed chimneys or house corner pillars.

That was the last year that the field was cultivated since the state began

Fe~ture

4

(4 and 5 on field sketches, since Feature 4 and 5 had been

ploughed through and at first appeared to be two separate pits.)

This

feature, an oblong pit occurred in a trench which was design3ted as
Excavation Unit II.

The top of this feature had

00

doubt been ploughed

away since the undisturbed IX'rtion penetrated into the hardpan to a depth
of only 3

inches at the deepest place.

The fill consisted of grey and

brown or burned clay and a certain amount of

charc~al

and w!'od ash.

A

great amount of what appeared to be fcnmdry slag occurred in and over the
pit together with artifacts of mainly Indian origin.
found which cC'uld be classified as European.

Only 5 objects were

The nature of the Indian

ceramics associated with this feature relate it to the late or historic
village.
Feature 6

,

r

In Section 70-80E was located a rather curious ditch which

crossed the sectit"n diagonally.

Unifonnly 8" wide and 15" deep, the feature

contained only six objects of European make and 36 sherds of Indian lX'ttery.
It is iX)ssible that the feature could have been part of a building foundation,
but there was nothing else found to substantiate this possibility.

This

ditch was discovered in the last day of the project and tiJne did not perndt
further investigation of it.
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Conclusion
It would appear likely that these limited investigations uncovered
evidence pertaining to activities which took place during the time of French
Fort Toulouse ~

An Indian village did lie to the south of the Fort during

L

its occupancy_ Thomas states: IIThroughout its history, one Indian village

r

appears to have been located just south of the fort.

i

It was described as

only a musket shot or 150 yards distant and was usually lmown to the
French as Pacana or Pakana.

About the same distance to the east was usually

another, sometimes called Tomopa or Tomapa." 7
The nature and purlX\se of the brick structure uncovered in Feature 3 is
not too clear.

There are a number of possible explanations depending

upon whether a fixed date can be obtained from the feature itself.
to

Thomas

repeatedly referred to civilians living near the fort and one instance has
already been noted in this paper.

Thomas goes on to say: IIA few French

civilia.tis who were Indian traders using the po st as a base, might have
been encountered within the stockade.

Ft'r some years it is improbable that

eany, if any, settlers lived in the area.

!

L
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Civilians did eventually

settle there, and soldiers were sometimes released from the service if
they agreed to settle near their p:>sts.
showed over 160 inhabitants.

By 1758, a census of the oonDllunity

There were two dozen families with children.

The average number of children in these families was fott, so, by the

1750 18 the sound of children playing must have been cOllllOOnplace around the
fort.

Permission was granted for the members of the garrison to marry

Indians in the hope that they might be less inclined to desert. u8

7 Thomas, p. 167.
8 Ibid•.

4'
Brannon in his Aboriginal Towns in Alabama 9cites Pakana as being uAn
Alibamo town, at different times in both Elmore and Montgomery Counties ••• ll
It must be noted that Fort Toulouse lay close to the eastern boundry of what
could be considered Choctaw country for, as one proceeds westward from

L
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that area" Creek towns become
however,

00

le~s

numerous and Choctaw towns more frequent,

specific delineation of boundries separating the two nations

was ever firmly established.

Since the Creeks and Choctaws were, for the

DlC'st part" on friendly tenns during the lath Century" the location of onels
town in the other t s "territoryll in border areas is not surprising.

As the writer was preparing to depart for the Middle East in mid-August
of 1966, plans for further exploration ~f the Toulouse area had to be
suspended.

It was hoped that the site could be re-<.lpened in the spring

,

months of 1967, but more pressing survey and salvage work in the Jones

1

Bluff Lock and Dam. basin had to be attended to.

Moreover, the unimproved

dirt road which covers the 3 miles from U. S. Highway 231 to the Furt Toulouse
public area was being hard-topped and for nearly three months of the summer
practically impassible.

AnC'ther factor at the present time involves the

need for security in a site area which is also open to the public.

If and

when large scale explorations of the fort proper are begun, it will be

L

imperative to maintain a guard at the site.

9 Brannon, 1920.
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TABLE I
ARTIFACTS RECUVERED FRuM SECTluNS (UPPER S INCHES OVER CLAY HARDPAN)
Area n
Section:
50-60E 60-70E 7o-SOE llQ-l20E 120-130E Trench
Ceramics:
vha:ttahoochee Brushed 14
2
3
4
9
McKee Island Plain
1
28
Childersburg Plain
167
117
67
32
3
Childersburg Incised
1
1
2
5
2
Kasita Red FJJmed
2
1
Sand Tempered Plain
10
25
5
4
4
5
Daub
8
Pipe fragment (Indian)
1
Stone:
Celt fral?Jfe nt
Steatite bowl sherd
1
Projectile pt.Elora Type
Projectile pt. Swan Lake 1
Chunky stone (disc)
2

r

L

L.

L
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1
1

Bone:
Animal refuse general
Pig (sus scrofa)

1

5

2

3

1

1

Vegetable:
Peach pit
European origin:
Staffordshire porcelain
German Salt Glc:..ze
1
Brown stoneware
San Louis Polychrome
Delft
I
White faience
3
2
Majolica
2
Kaolin p~pe stem
Green bottle glass
15
6
Light green glass
2
CIGa.r glass
Brick fragments
4
Nail
5
1
Keg hoop
Iron fragments
3
Brass bracelet
Brass button
Brass fragment
Gunspall (blonde flint)

1
1

I

1

7

3

4

2

8
2

3

2

3

3

2
1

6
2

1
1

1
1

1
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TABLE II
ARTIFACTS RECOVERED FRUM FEATURES

L
r

I

Ceramics:
Fea. 1
Chattahoochee Brushed
211
McKee Is. Plain
3
Childersburg Plain
10
Childersburg Incised
ll.
Kasita Red Filmed
Sand Tempered Plain
8
Grit Tempered Plain
Plai~

Stone:
Ground greenstone frag.
Game stone (tlchunkyll)
SteIlDlled Projectile pt.
B"'ne:
Animal refuse
Pig (sus scrofa)

l

L

,,.

:3

Fea. 4*

1

6

2

3

Fea. 5

Fea. 6

9

26
1

5

1

1

2

10
1

1
1

59

13

Trade Items:
Kaolin pipe frags.
5
1
Staffordshire china
Salt Glaze ware
3
San Luis Polychrome
1
Delft
3
White Faience
14
Majolica
1
Green bottle glass
5
4
Light green bottle glass 8
Clear glass (bottle)
Brick fragment s
Stoneware (see Salt glazed ware)
Nail
~
Keg h~op frag.
1
Brass bracelet
1
Brass button, plain
2
Scrap brass
1
Scrap iron
2
3
Gunspall (b],(\nde flint)
2
Peachpits
2

*

Fea. 3

17

n~ub

Calloway

Fea. 2

2

6
1

2(1)
1
1

1

3

1
2
1
1

3

Features 4 and 5 turned out to be one pit which had been plough damaged
and made to appear at first as i t there were two separate pits. Therefore,
artifacts contained in both pits counted together and feature called
Feature 4.
10 Chase, 1966.
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THE BRITISH RE\TOLUTICJNARY FORTIFICATIONS
OF
CAMDEN, OOUTH CAROUNA
Alan Calme s
Camden District Heritage Foundation

L

Introduction
For several years intere sted oitizens of Camden, South Carolina
at-tempted to revive their town's role in the American Revolution into
proper perspective alongside such developed sites as King's Mountain and
Y~rktown,

but public agencies could see very little physical or documentary

evidence to justify a study or restoration of the revolutionary period
1
fortifications of Camden.
Finally, with the financial assistance of
Mr. and ~trs. Richard W. Lloyd of Camden, a private foundation" the Camden

.

District Heritage Foundation" is now undertaking large scale documentary
re search and archaeological excavations to produce the evidence to justify
public attention.
The results of the first t'MO months' work during September and October
I

l.

1967,have revealed evidence of extensive earthworks and palisades once
::rr.:\ooing, on pl'asent,]y undisturbed land inDnediately south of Camden.

L
,
r

Historical Outline
Shortly after South Carolina declared independence, Joseph Kershaw"
a prosperous Camden merchant and revolutionist, directed the construction
of a powder-magazine in Camden.
rev~lutionists abandoned

In late spring 1780 the South Carolina

Camden and their powder-magazine.

Cornwallis took posSflssion of the town.

50

On June 1, 1780,

For the next year C'.amden was the

I
I
I
L
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main supply point for all British campaigns in the South.

All of Camden

was the British "magazine," storing arms, ammunition, and provisions.

2

Two very significant battles occurred just outside the walls of

Camden:

the Battle of Camden on August 16" 1780" when Cornwallis defeated

Gates; and the Battle of Hobkirk Hill, April 25, 1781, when Greene and
Rawdon fOUght to a draw, as the American forces made an orderly with-

r

dra"tlal and the British retired into the safe confines of Camden.3
'l'he Briti.sh evacuated Camden on May

r

9-10, 1781, to relieve the siege

of Ninety-Six and a few months later found themselves trapped at Yorktown.
When the British pulled out of Camden, lDrd Rawdon destroyed the ''works. u4
Greene moved into Camden later and further

deva~tated ~he

fortifioations

so the British ~.o'lld not return and use them again. 5
Documenta~

Evidence

1. In 1777 Joseph Kershaw presented a bill to the State of South Carolina
6
for "erecting a powder-magazine that consisted of 225,140 bricks.
2.

Kershaw protected the powder-magazine with an earthen barrier after
May 24, 1780, for on that date he requested the plantation owners of
that region to send slaves with Ita spade for each lt to the powdermagazine.?

3. A 1796 plat marks the camden powder-magazinc, measuring fifty by
twenty-six feet, near the end of Market Street.

(The same street plan

and name s are still used in Camden.) 8

4.

An entry in James Kershaw1s Diary, July 28, 1794,contains this notice:

It Set fire to ye MR.gazine
bricks. u9

ffil1 ilY by .1

f;.

Kershaw, & hegan to move ye

52
5.

Cornwallis' chief engineer Col. James Moncrief reported in October,

1780:

"I have ordered freemen and materials to be got ready for four

or five redoubts with an 18 p:>under cannonade in each. 1I10

6.

L

An American revolutionist spy saw the following features around Camden

on December

5, 1780:

A detrenchment was thrown up aroU1').d the Gaol with
an abbatis, that another l«>rk & abbatis in the fom
of a hal.f-moon was also thrown up near the road about
a quarter LOf a mili] to the Ea st of the other, and a
new work just beginning at the Lower End of the Town on
the road towards the Fer~.11

ri
7..

When Gl~~ne

at,tempted to take Camden in April 1781.1 he found it

too heavily fortified and so he did not attempt a siege.

l.

The town is ujX)n a plain covered on tl«l sides by
the River Wateree and Pine Tree Creek, and the
other two side s by a chain of strong redoubt s all
12
near~ of the same size and independent of eaoh other.
S.

Later, after the British evacuated Camden, Greene went into the town
and sent the Continental Congress a plan of the British works at Camden,
dated May 12, 1781.

The map (Plate 1) shows the entire town enclosed

by a. log palisade wall.
,

t.

L

,r

Six redoubts with abatis, one feature without

an abatis and a couple of palisaded features stand off in isolation
from the town.

Unfortunately, the draftsnan failed to place a compass

direction or scale indicator on his map.13

9. A soldier's memoir of the camden fortifications contains the statements
that the stockaded town measured 400-500 yards square, that four redoubts
stood off from the four jX)ints of the stockade some 200-300 yards and

that the Gaol was fortified with a redoubt around it and stood in the
middle of the north road in front of the main gate.

He also said that

wrd Ra:wdon's headquarters were in Joseph Kershaw's house which stood
on a hill overlooking the town. 14

53
10.

A 1774 map of Camden shows the location of the jail on the southeastern corner of Broad and King street s. (The same street plan and
name s are still used in Camden.) 15

11.

L

Kershaw's house was on a little hill near Pine Tree Creek near the
end of Lyttleton street, east of the Revolutionary period town of
Camden. 16
Archaeologigal Evidence
A local historian, Millard Osborne, attempted a scientific

investigation of the powder-magazine site in 1963-4, and discovered brick
and earthen features.

Aerial photographs (1938 and 1949) show a

rectangular discoloration at- the end of Market Street in Camden.

Miss

Elizabeth Ralph of the Applied Science Center for Archaeology, University
Museum, University of Pennsylvania, carried out magnetometer and Geohm
readings in the fields north of the end of Market Street in search of a
British .redoubt during August 1965. William E. Edwards and students of the
University of South Carolina test trenched the low resistance regions but
found no buried historic features.

Edwards' 1965 sunaner excavations did

cut through a portion of a brick rubble pile and earthen ditch, however,

l.

,
r-

at the erid of Market street.
Since September 1, 1967, excavations haVlJ expo sed the }X)wder-magazine
foundation ditches measuring fifty by twenty-six feet filled with brick
debris.

l'iodern disturbances greatly added to the elimination of practical-

ly all of the physical remains of the }X)wder-magazine.

For a hundred

years residents of Camden systematically removed the bricks from the site

to build an arsenal and houses.

Consequently, the archaeologist exposed
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original foundation ditches filled with brick rubble rather than whole
bricks in rows.

Very few areas of the site went undisturbed.

Modern

glass, wire nails and tin cans are as deep in many s}X>ts as the bottom of
the foundation ditches.

L

The rubble, however, preserves a clear
outline of the building showing all four walls, center supports and four
buttresses along each of the two long sides of the building (possibly to
supp:>rt a brick vaulted ceiling). (Plate 2).

The buildi.ng was lengthwiRe"

almost directly north-south.
A crew of four men removed the plow disturbed late layers of earth
in an area southeast of the building where Millard Osborne found an
earthen feature.

A distinctly regular dark streak eight feet wide appeared

and marked the location and shape of a ditch.

The southeastern corner of

the fort ditch was directly diagonal to the powder-magazine structure I s
southeast corner, so a definite relationship existed between the buildi.ng
and the ditch.

More important still is the fact that the ditch formed

a perfect right angle at that corner.
inf~rmation

This gave the researcher sufficient

to determine which feature represented the powder-magazine on

the 1781 plan of Camden.

l

,,..

The excavators screened out very few revolutionary period artifacts
from the dirt and debris.

Several grapeshot, musket ballS, pipestems, and

cannon balls, however, sufficiently identify the site with the }X)wdermagazine.

Furthermore, a six inch layer of black gunp:>wder lined the

bottom of about forty feet of the ditch (the black material burns with
a

sulfu.~

smell).
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Conclusion
1.

I
L

By coordinating the 1781 map of the fortified works of Camden
with the accounts that the British threw up earthworks and
an abatis around the jail, blocking the north road leading
into the main gate of the palisaded town and that a half moon
shaped redoubt stood east of the jail, the compass direction

f

anti figure of the jail can easily be located on the 1781 map
(Plate 1, top center).

f
2.

The small pg.lisaded feature shown to the right of the large central
palisaded town in Plate 1 most likely designating the British
headquarters is properly located on a hill overlo(\king the town at
the traditional site of Kershaw's house.

L

3. After aligning the map north-south and searching for a feature with
a right-angle in its southeastern corner, the powder-magazine turns
out to be the rectangular building and earthworks shown just right
of the bottom center of the map in Plate 1 without an abatis around it.
It is the only feature with a building aligned lengthwise north-south
and has a symmetrically arranged ditch surrounding it, forming a right

L

t

,
r

angle at its southeastern corner.

4. With two known points definitely located on the ground and on the
1781 map, the jail and the

powder~gazine,

the map can be scaled.

re-examining the aerial photographs with the map scaled down and
placed over them l properly shaped discolorations appear at several
redoubt positions.
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5. The size of the overall fortifications of Camden were quite large.
The British Magazine of Camden dominated the entire colonial town
with a log palisade wall surrounding it.

L
rl

Large earthen redoubts, each

with a structure or two in the center" stood off from the town.
addition~to

In

these, the works also consisted of a fortified jail" two

separate palisaded features (one of which is probably Kershaw's house
and the British headquarters)" and finally the site presently being
excavated, the brick powder-magazine surrounded by a rectangular ditch
and earthen wall built before the British occupied Camden.

6. Luckily, most of the land covering the British fortifications remains
in fairly good condition with few modern structures•. 't'he Camden District
Heritage Foundation hopes to secure state and federal interest in the
project so that all the features may be studied and preserved.

,r

NOTES
1

Sarles and Shedd 1964: 160-161. Note the omission of Camden
from the National Park Service's register of colonial and revolutionary site s.
Only the battle site of the Battle of Camden" north of town, is on the list.

L
r

2 Tarleton 1787: 88. liThe magazine was fanned at that place
on account of the convenience of water carriage by the river from Nelson' s
ferry~ and because it was the most eligible position to support the
cOnmtunications between the army and Charlestown, when the King' s troops
moved forward into North Car(\!ina."

142-273.

.3 Peckham 1958: 138~ 146-7, 160-1; Kirkland and Kennedy~ I, 1905:

4 Rawdon to Cornwallis, Monck's Corner" May 24, 1781, reference
code 30: 11: 66, C~rnwallis Papers.
5 Greene to Continental Congress, Camden, May 14, 1781, Item 155,

Vol. II, p. 59, Greene Letters.

6 Kirkland and Kennedy I 1905: 130.
7 Kershaw's Orders for Slaves, Camden, May 24, 1780, Gibbes
Collection.
S Kirkland and Ker.nedy I 1905: 130.
.

,
I

L

,,.

9 ~., 406
10 •
Moncrief to Cornwallis, Camden, Oct. 1, 1780, refere~ce code
,30: 11: 64, Cornwallis Papers. Note: Moncrief's accounts covering Camden
and the time 1780 and 1781 are available in the British Public Record
office. Andrews II 1912: 69, 105.

11 Harrington to Gates, Camp near Kershaw's Ferry, November
1780, Item 154, Vol. II, pp. 319-320, Gates Letters.

5,

12 Greene to Continental Congress, Camden, April 22" 1781,
Item 155~ Vol. II~ pp. 41-42, Greene Letters.
13 Plan of Camden, May 12, 1781, Item 155, Vol. II, p. 161, Greene
Letters.

14 Mathis to Davie, Camden, 1819.
15 Kirkland and Kennedy I 1905: 12-13.

16 ~.~ 274.
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ARCHAIDLOGlCAL EVIDENCE CJF POTTERY REPAIRING

stanley South
N.C. Dept. of Archives and History

L
r!

Since pottery fragplents are of primary interest to the archaeologist in
establishing temporal relationships, he frequently finds himself involved
in statist'ical treatment of the sherds he recovers.

Whenever possible he

glues the fragments together to detennine the form of the vessels.

Through

restoring to its original form a clay pot made perhaps by an Indian woman
a thousand years ago, he sometimes finds drilled holes on each side of a
crack that had apparently occurred before the vessel was completely broken
and discarded.

These holes have been interpreted as patching holes, through

which a thong of sinue was passed, allowing the vessel to continue to be used,
perhaps for storage of dry materials.

Such holes reveal that the archaeolo-

gist was not the first to rePair that particular vessel.
Archaeologists have found clay vessels representing numerous components,
covering thousands of years in time, that were once repaired by drilling
holes on each side of a crack.

From this fact the question arises as to

how long this practice of repairing }X)ts has been used among North American
Indian groups.

L

,r-

least.

The answer would be in terms of several thousand years, at

Evidence for this is seen in steatite vessels from the Archaic

Period having drilled repair hole s similar to tho se found on the later clay
vessels.

One such vessel is on exhibit in the Natural History Museum at

the &rl.thsonian Institution.

From this we might. say that the Indians have

been repairing JXlts, by drilling holes, perhaps almost as long as they have
had pots. Wooden bowls, of course,

'2

could easily be repaired in the same

manner, and a long history of repairing of wooden vessels may have existed
among Indian cultures, evidence for which we do not have.
The historic site archaeologist might be .brought to an awareness of
the mending of vessels by drilling of holes on each side of the break, by

L
f

1

finding fragments of mended p:>rcelain, or
the site he is excavating.

p:>ssibly delft or faience, on

In the ruin of the eighteenth century Hepburn-

Reonalds House ruin in Brunswick Town, North Carolina a fra~ent of an
Oriental p:>rcelain bowl rim was recovered" having a brass plate through which
two copper rivets were fastened through holes on each side of a crack.
The brass plate measured three-quarters of an inch long and three sixteenths
of an inch wide, with the rivets one-half inch apart.

On the inside a snail

cone-shaped copper washer had been fastened over each of the rivets and
then the rivet was hammered over the washer to provide a tight fit.

I.
f

If

the crack was a long one" a number of such rivets would, no doubt, have
been used.

While the exterior of the vessel so mended would have a fairly

attractive appearance due to the smooth brass backing plate, the interior
was

I
t.

somewhat unsightly due to the presence of the two rivet heads with

attached cone-washers, plus the fact that when the hole was drilled entirely
through the steel-hard porcelain, concoidal fractures occurred around the
holes on the inside of the vessel.

,r

Nevertheless" the bowl was patched, and

further service was obtained from the vessel by the owner due to this repair.
At "Russellborough", the home of the royal governors at Brunswick TC''WIl
from 1758 to 1770, an overglazed enamelled p:>rcelain handleless teacup was
recovered that had been repaired with no less than ten drilled holes.

The

heat of the fire that destroyed the building in 1776 was such that the rivets
had been melted from the holes, and no indication of what they had been was
f~und.

The holes were again characterized by the typical concoidal fractures

64
around the opening, caused by the process of drilling the very hard porcelain.
At the eighteenth century site of the Fortress of Louis'bourg" Nova
Scotia, archaeologists have recovered a number of examples of mended vessels.

L
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John Dunton reports that these were French coarsewares and faience, and all
were of the simple wired type, with holes drilled on each side of the
break through which iron, brass or lead wires were inserted and. thp.n twist-·ed
to tighten,

1

a simple method, reminiscent of that used by the American

Indians using sinue.
From the archaeological evidence seen here it is clear that patching
of broken vessels was practiced on eighteenth century ceramics.

From an

advertisement in the Pennsylvania Chronicle of April 20, l767,placed by
Daniel King a brass-founder and brand-maker we find that besides his brass
2

wares he advertised that "He also rivets broken Ohina, in the neatest Manner. 1I
This indicates that brass-founders were the craftsmen that were, sometimes
at least, making these ceramic repairs.

Tinsmiths and tinkers also likely

turned their talents to this endeavor as the occasion demanded.

l
L

Something of the history of china mending is revealed by Parsons and
Curl in their book China r.1ending and Restoration.

1

John Dunton, personal conununication.
2 Pennsylv-mia Chronicla, April 20, 1767.

They say:
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China in daily use comes in for the severest
te st s and hard use.
Riveting has long been the traditional method
of mending it, which is the science of holding broken
pieces together without adhesives. It is an ancient
craft; a form of riveting was practiced in China as
early as the seventeenth century. It took Europe
by storm in the nineteenth century when it became
so JX>pular that riveters paraded and embellished rather
than disguised their rivets. Later craftsmen learnt
to do 'WOrk that was both efficient and discreet" but it
is the samples of clumsy, ill-proportioned riveting
that have formed prejudice against the craft, and
recent scientific developnent in adhesives has led
:3
many people to believe that riveting is now obsolete.

L
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The craft of repairing by riveting is not obsolete, as these authors
J:Oint out.

Since period china is irreplaceable, it becomes more and more

important that necessary repairs on frequently used pieces be done with
the greatest professional care.

Riveting is ideally suited for wares

that must oome into daily contact with steam and detergents, since no
adhesive is used.

All adhesives have a limited life, whereas the riveted

repair Will last as long as the ve ssel.

Since riveting was practiced both

in the eighteenth century on vessels of the period, and by nineteenth

century and twentieth century riveters, it is important that museums that
utilize the services of riveters make a record of when the repairs were

L

,r

carried out and by whom,

80

that there will not be a confusion as to when

the repairs were carried out.

This writer has found examples of repaired

eighteenth century vessels in museums where no record of the repair existed
except in the memory of the curator who recalled that some years ago a
man was employed to do this type work.

No one had thought to record that

it was done or by whom, and from the appearance of the riveted repair, it
. might well have been done in the eighteenth century.

:3 C.5.}'-I. Parsons.1 and F.H. Curl, China }iiending and Restoration.
(London: n.d.), p. 20.

Parsons and Curl reveal all the most minute details of the riveters
craft, pointing out that the work of repairing a broken ve ssel must be

L

,

done in the lap, and that in this regard females might have more
difficulty than males since a bosom is no asset at all, the worker
needing Ua clear and unobstructed view of what is going on in the lap.u

4

I

Once the \«:lrker has an unobstructed view of his lap, he uses a Chinese
string drill" operated by the fingers of one hand, to bore hole s into
the surface of the p:>rcelain" producing a flat bottomed hole with sides
at a fifteen degree angle away from the cracked edge.

The drill bit is a

snail chip of diamond fitted into the end of a spindle.

\iith less than

one hundred strokes of the Chinese string drill a hole sufficiently deep

to accommodate a rivet can be made in porcelain. The rivet looks like a
modem staple, though thicker, and with short arms.
round brass wire by shaping with pliers.

It is made from half-

The short arms are cut so as to

fit snugly into the holes on opposite sides of the crack in the vessel.
The arms of the rivet are bent slightly inward.

l
L

,,.

One ann of the rivet is

then placed into one of the drilled holes, and through pressure applied to
the back of the rivet the other arm is snapped into the second hole.
Thus, under pressure, the rivet always exerts an inward pull on each
piece of the vessel, and when a sufficient number of these rivets are in
place the vessel is repaired in the strongest manner, and will withstand
the usual handling and exposure to steam and detergents withC'ut leaking or
coming apart. 5

4 ~., p. 30.
5 Ibid., pp. 35-44.
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The advantage of this method of riveting as opposed to those specimens
from Brunswick Town and Fortress of Louisbourg where the hole was drilled
entirely through the wall of the vessel, is the fact that here the interior

L
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of the vessel is left entirely free of any blemish caused by rivet heads
or by twisted wires.

An elaboration of this riveting method reported by

onp. 'Who was a resident of China for many years is used by craftsmen there
in repairing port',elain vessels, allowing no rivet to be seen on either side

of the repaired vessel.

This method is the same as described above by

Parsons and Curl for drilling the holes and inserting the rivet, but with
the added feature of both holes being connected by a slot.

The rivet is

then inserted into the hole s, but instead of lying on the exterior face of
the ve ssel, it is countersunk below the surface in the slot.

The porcelain

dust is carefully saved during the drilling operation and mixed with an
rI

adhesive" and this mixture is used to fill over the rivet" providing not

only a very strong repair, but allowing the rivets to become inVisible.

6

This improvement, practiced in China a few decades ago, and probably still
in use there today, would seem to be the ultimate developnent in the

technique of repairing vessels by means of drilling holes on each side of
the

b~,

a technique used by man for thousands of years in his efforts

to salvage for further use an accidentailly broken vessel.

6
Mrs. Frank Albright, Old Salem, North Carolina, personal .
communication.

Repai red Ceramics
from EiQhteenth Century Sites
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;Oriental Porcelain from Brunswick Town,
North Carolina
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'lead-glazed Earthenware from

Faience from Fortress Louisbourll

Fortress louis bourg

!l1rcraich- hiue Salt-glazed Stoneware,
.Over-gloze Enameled Porcelain, ~nd
i!?*ntal Porcelain Repaired Between
j:z515 and 1.711. by Gottfried Ausl at
lhab0.r.d; l!l.C,!;lstrlg.a Green Glaze.

Over·gloze E~omeled PorcelaIn .8'awl at the
Sm;~hsonton Institution with Twentieth Ceniury
Rivet Repair.
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The archaeologist uses glue to restore to its original form the Indian

I
L

}X>t

whose owner effected his own repairs by means of drilling holes.

This

use of glue by the archaeologist points out the two basic methods of
repairing pottery, riveting and

II

sticking ll or glueing.

We have discussed

r

the riveting technique as seen through a few artifacts recovered from

,

glueing.

archaeological sites, and would now like to mention the second technique,
The archaeologist is familiar with this metho.d, and many have had

to re-glue vessels that have originally been repaired with an acetone solvent
glue atter it fell apart in his hands, having been in storage for some time.
This paper is not designed to enter into all the aspects of pottery glueing,
but will simply point out some observations, and two examples of eighteenth

L

century glueing archaeologically reoov e red.
Acetone solvent glues form a hard film which is effective for glueing
together many objects.

However, earthenware is highly' susceptable to

changes in moisture in the air" and when the weather is damp it takes on
moisture, when

I
L

,,..

1~

is clr7 it gives orf moisture·.

This IIbreathing ll effeet,

of moisture r.assing in and out of fired earthenware, affects the glued

joints of vessels restored with acetone solvent glues.

In dry weather the

moisture passes from the earthenware sherd into the air, and where there
is a glue joint, it abuts against the hard film of waterproof glue.

In so

doing the hard film of glue is gradually loosened from its bond with the

earthenware, and when such a vessel collapses, the glue joinus can be easily
pulled away from the sherds as a hard transparent film.

This situation is

ram;) jar to archaeologists who have had this happen" and is most disconcerling.

In air condit.i.onoQ, hn:ildings t#he problem is not

SO

great, but

in areas where "the humidity is high, this can ho(:omo ·n Rigni.fj ('.~nt, p:t'Ohl nm ..

What is the answer?

SUplJOBe that.. a wi:i.ter-solllR.ble

glue was used, then
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I
L
rI

when lOOisture was taken into the earthenware or given off, it would
similarly affect the glue joints" allowing fO'r expansion and contraction
of these at the same rate as that in the earthenware.

Therefore" there

is no separation between the glue joint and the earthenware sherds due to
differential eJqAnsion and contraction as well as differential rates of
moi.stlU'e

abSC'rbtion.

a:rt,~r

bond

The result is that such a glue does not release its

prolonged storage under high humidity CC'nditions as does glue

with an acetone SC'lvent base.

Therefore, white glue such as Elmers or

vleldwood has proved to be an excellent bonding agent for large earthenware
vessels.

It becomes tacky very quickly, and therefore will allow almost

continuous restoration on large vessels such as amphora or large oil storage
jars.

It is highly recommended for this type glueing.

On stonewares,

however, where there is no absorbancy of the sherds of the moisture in the
glue, it is not quite so satisfactory.

Once set, however" it again is

much superior in holding }X.'wer to tho se ve ssels oonded with acetone solvent
glues.
At Brunswick Town, in the ruin of the Public House-Tailor Shop, burned

L

,,.

in 1776, a fragment of Oriental }X)rcelain had a film of what appeared to
be glue along some of the

edges~

providing evidence that the piece had

}X>ssibly been repaired by this uethod.
Another interesting use of the glueing technique in the eighteenth
century is to repair broken Oriental porcelain and white salt-glazed
stoneware vessels was recovered during excavation of the pottery shop ruin
and other ruins at Bethabara, North Carolina, an eight.eenth century

71
Moravian settlement.

The p)tter Gottfried Aust was found to be using

a green glaze on broken JX)rcelain and stoneware vessels, which, when fired,
would produce a green joint along the original break, but resulted in an

L

r

effective repair of the vessel.
Parsons and Curl rep)rt that:
Recent research in synthetic-resin preparations adhesives, compositions, glazes - has lifted china
mending to new levels of efficiency••• ?

f

It is interesting to note that Gottfried Aust had conducted his
own research between 1755 and 1771 at Bethabara, and found that he could use
glazes to effect successful repairs, and thus raise his own china mending
to a new level of efficiency.

One wonders if this was an inn(\vation of

Aust ts,or if this was a CODmlOn practice of potters of the day.

If

archaeologists will look for and report on Oriental }X)rcelain and European
stonewares with glaze along the edges o.t fragments found in their
excavati0ns, eventually we may be able to learn whether this technique of
p:>ttery repairing was an innovation of the master potter Aust, or was
rooted in a broader base among eighteenth century p:>tters in America.

L

,r

7

C.S.M. Parsons, and F.H. Curl" China Mending and Restoration.
(London: n.d.)" p. 19.
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MACHINE MADE NAILS FROM A WAR OF 1812 SITE AT

SACKETS HARBOR, NEW YORK
Edward McM. Larrabee

L
r

Nails are neglected artifacts.

They are frequently numerous on an

lJ:i.st,oric site, and present a quandry to the archaeologist.

I

He knows that

the nails could yield useful information l but he is confronted with a
pile of small lengths of iron, variously bent, broken, and twisted,
covered with an encrustation of rust and adhering soil often thick enough
to completely distort their original shape, and he doe s not have the time
or money to have each nail carefullY cleaned, keeping important evidence,

L

and catalogued by experts who know nails, especially old ones.

How can he

economically extract useful infonnation, and what can he expect to find?
It is to that problem that I applied myself during the summer of 1967
because I was working on a site where nails seemed im}X)rtant (they were
the only structural evidence in one area) and possibly a particularly
sensitive tool of analysis, because the technology of nail manufacture
was changing rapidly during the period that the site was occupied.

,,..

This

Paper is only a beginning, however, and suggests a few answers to parts of
the problem.

I hope I can follow it with further information.

Sackets Harbor, New York, is at the eastern end of Lake Ontario.

It

was the major naval and military ba se for U. S. operations on the lake and
downstream on the St. Lawrence during the War of 1812.

There were many

thousands of men stationed there between late 1812 and early 1815, and'
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there was much construction, of shelter, vessels, and fortifications.
town was a

small village founded only a short time before the war.

has remained a village ever since.

The
It

A snail part of the barracks and

fortifications were not built over for later purposes, and here we excavated

L

in the summer of 1967 for the Thousand Islands State Park Commission, of

the State of l\4ew York.

We dug in three related areas, but I will discuss

here only one of them, Fort Kentucky.

I chose it because there was a

smaller and more manageable sample than in the othe r two area s, because
nails could yield relatively more information here, and because analysis
of this site was the most advanced.
Fort Kentucky was an earthwork erected sometime after May, 1813, and
before 1814, guarding the approach to the town from the southwest, along
the top of the cliff above the lake shore.

It was part of a ring of

earthworks and block-houses connected by a line of log breastwork and abatis.
The Ufort" was more properly a redoubt, with two faces and flanks, but
open at the rear, except for a picket or palisade line.
150 feet long and 100 feet wide.

It was perhaps

There is no evidence that the site was

used for anything except fanning after 1815.
This site was excavated by Susan Kardas, one of the three members of

l

,,.

the arohaeologica1 staff.'

She ran a series of test trenches across the

1 I am indebted to her for preparing the material for this study.
Also, I must thank Alan Brew and Harvey Crew, the other archaeologists under
my direction, for their work and suggestions cC"ncerning nail analysis.
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presumed line of the ramparts of the 'Work, both with manual labor and then
with back-hoe. 2 Where artifacts appeared in the plow zone of the shallow
soil (about .18 to 20 inche s to the limestone bedrock except where distUrbed),
she extended to the side in pits, and screened the back-dirt of the machine

L

trenches, where profitable.

J

about 600 of these were nails.

J

Somewhat over 1,400 artifacts were found, and
With the exception of a few scattered

objects, and a few modern nails along a 20th

centu~

fence line, the

artifacts, including the nails were concentrated in a very small area.
Over 88% of all objects came from only 14% of the area investigated at
Fort Kentucky, so that this small unit had an artifact density nearly fifty
times as great as the rest of the site.
This concentration seemed to indicate a light structure, where plowing

I.

had disturbed what other evidence there may have been.

Since a few

historical references said that there had been "a blockhouse ll in Fort
Kentucky, but did not place it nor describe it, the nails were potentially
our major source of information about this -

if indeed it was a blockhouse.

vIe undertook to study this colle ction of nails" using the available

literature.

L

,r

There are about half a dozen articles, leaflets, or chapters

describing nails for the use of an archaenlt"tgist.

3

I found that these

2

Susan Kardas, "Excavations at Fort Kentuckv, Sackets Harbor, 1967:
A Preliminary Sketch ll , Bulletin of the Jefferson County Historiga1 ~ciety,
Vol. 9, No. 1, (Janua~" 1968) pp. 9-14.

3 Henry C. Mercer, lithe Dating of Old Houses", Papers of ~ Bucks
County Historical Society, Vol. 5, pp. 536-49~ (1923)
z;.lso separately printed, pp. 1-28, and also appearing in Old Time
New England, V',l. 14, No.4, (1924), where it is cited in Fontana et al.,196i!
- - , Ancient Carpenters t Tools, T~le Bucks County Historical Society,
Doylestown, Pa., 1929 (2nd ed., unchanged, 1950), 339 pp. (especially pp.23544)
Lee H. Nelson, IIEighteenth Century Framing Devices With Speei:al
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writings and their accoIli~r..p.ng illustrations did ~ provide all the
information we needed t!' make a meaningful analysis of the nails, and so
have tried to supply some more information, and to make it more pertinent

L

to the problem I mentioned at the beginning from ~

mass

how to extract useful data

or corroded nails.

r
r
Emphasis on Early Cut-Nails", National Park Service, Eastern Office
of Design and Construction, Philadelphia, Historic structures
Training Conference, 28 July, 1961, 6 pp. mimeographed leaflet, with
1 plate
-----.--, ItNail Chronology as an Aid to Dating ()ld Buildings II , American
Association for State and Local History Technical Leaflet 15, History
~, Vol. 19, No.2, December, 1963, .3 pp. with 1 plate.

L

I

Lapparently an earlier version of the latter exists as a 6 pp.
mimeographed leaflet issued by the E.u.D.C., N.P.S., in 1962,
because it is cited as such in Fontana, 19611
Barnard L. Fontana, and J. Cameron Greenleaf, with the collaboration of
Charles W. Ferguson, Robert A. Wright, and Doris Frederick, "Johnny
Wardls Ranch: A study in Historic Archaeo1ogyll, ~~, Vol. 28,
No. 1-2, October-December, 1962, 115 pp. (especially pp. 44-66)
Bol'rlArd Fontana, liThe Tale of a Nail: on the Ethnological Interpretation of

Historic Artifactsit , The Florida AnthroJX?logist, Vol. XVIII, No.3,
Part 2, 1965, pp. 85-101
LAlso there should be cited, for correction, an error laden
anonyzoous news story entitled:

L
,..

,

111819
p.

g

Co1Jl'p'l."y

Produces Cut Nails", in Preservation ~, July, 1967,
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First I outlined the problem under the headings of: }X)tential
information; means of obtaining it; )lractical limitations; and possible
improvement s.

L

I.

Information
A.

'Which~':luld, i~

T.1eory, be O:>tained from N1.ils.

Structural
1. Existance and location of a building(by general distribution
of nails)
2. Characteristics of a building (by types of nails, specific
concentrations, etc.

3. Length and intensity of use (by shOWing modifications,
additions or alterations at later date).

4. Fate of the bUilding (by showing fire-temper, or nails pulled
out, or nails apparently left in WC'od which rotted, etc.)
B.

Dating
Nails may date a SPecific building, but also will serve to date
the use of the site in general.

c.

Trade Connections
If it is p!'ssible to find the manufacture, or material source
for nails, this may yield other infor.mtltion abt.:'ut the people
who came to the site.

D.

The use or misuse of nails, their scarcity or abundance, etc.,
can tell about the craftsmanship of the building.

L
,..I

Building Practice s

II.

Means by Wlich

T~is

Information Could be Cbtained

A. Material AnalJrsis
(Although the way nails were made, especially by hand, means that
a bar or rod of iron produced at a mill or bloomery somewhere
could travel far or wait long before being made into nails.)
B.

Manufacture Technique
1.

Handmade (8(\ far, few things are known which allow us to
make significant differentiation am~ng hand made nails.)
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2. Part hand-part machine made (as always, when some
technique is changing it is ea13ier to make fine distinctions)

3. Machine made (the follC'wing categories can be subdivided
extensively. )

a. cut

L

b. cast

r

c. wire

i

C. Identification of Intended Function
(i.e., a "finishing" nail, a "shingle" nail, etc.)
D. Evidence of Actual Function (including re-use)
(e.g. - a set of nails in half of a hinge, all clinched at the
same length, suggesting that this part of the hinge was on the
moving part of the dror, and giving the thickness of the plank.)
E. wcating Nails, To Plot Their Distribution
III.

Practical Limitations on Obtaining this Information
A.

Condition of the Nails
1. Directly man-caused:

The very hammering, clenching, breaking, Itbe-heading,1I
etc., which can tell about use, can obs.ure identificati~n.
2. Indirectly man-caused:

The corrosion, fire-temper, etc., which also tell us
of the vicissitudes t::'f the nail, make it almost
impossible to II read" • They are difficult to clean and,
i f tlmass" cleaning techniques are used, the very
evidence of their history may be lost.

L

,r-

B.

Conditions of Finding

1. Quantity:
When present, mils are often found in dismayingly
large nmnbers.
2. Size:
Although not a s snail a s beads, nails are snaIl, and
among the artif'acts more easily ].(lat. They are
di£ficult to catalogue individually.
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3. Lack of Care:

L
r

Because of A &·B above, nails are rarely excavated and
located with proper care. They are usually bagged with
material from a general area. Often they are not even
that well separated, but are lumped in gross, and a
passing mention is made.
IV.

Possible Improvements Which Would Reduce the Limitations
A. Condition of the Nails:

i

Ideally we need a simple, economical means of cleaning masses
of nails, without destroying valUAble evidence, or losing track
of each particular nail, i f indivi~ual numbers' are jmponant.
For this I have no panacea, but a tentative suggestion that
some form of sand-blasting may be the answer. I hope to report
more on that later.
B.

Conditions of Finding:
No artifact will yield more information than is made possible

by the care with which it is excavated. If you want to get
the most from your nails, record their ).c\cation as you go, as
carefully as with any other obje ct.

L
1

<1.

Material Analysis:
I suspect that detailed study of the stress in nails, by
etched photo-micrographs, may tell us a good deal. Eventually
I hope to report on material analysis of this colleotion.

D.

Here most attention has been focused so far, and it was in
the fine points of this that I found the worst problems with
using the literature. This is the subject of the latter part
of this paper.

L

,.I

Manufaoture Technique:

E.

Intended Function:
This is closely related to identifying other aspects of a nail.
This too I hope to treat later.

F. Actual Function:
The same detailed study which can say something about materials,
stress and configuration should record evidence of ~ the nail
was used. The problem is one of establishing convenient ways
of detecting~' and recording, 'use evidence.'
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The major problem I found in trying to use the literature to identify
this collection of nails, prior to analysis, was that the criteria for
differentiating different manufacturing types of early cut nails could not

L

be used conveniently.
shear",

The criteria depend on what direction the IIburr and

take on the sides of the nail, how the "grainll of the metal runs,

and what technique of heading was used, after the shank had been cut.
Corrosion often obscures the IIburr and shear", or has destroyed it.

The

grain is usually completely hidden, and often the head ha s been more
exposed and has rusted away, or at least into unrecognizability.
Add to this the fact that the literature describes JOOst of this
verbally, and that there are serious discrepancies between some of the
sources as to what the variation of "burr and shearll mean, and how they
should be dated.

The illustrations in this literature are line drawings,

and ore not sufficiently detailed to allow one to identify a particular
excavated nail with safety•

Particularly, they nore not such that one can

leave the identification of nail types to any but the most experienced
people-that is, the archaeologists, who have many other things to do beside
minutely inspect hundreds or thousands of nails..
Most archaeology has a "corpus" of well described, measured, and

t.

,
r

illustrated artifacts.

Furthermore, those which become "type-specimens"

must have clear provenience.

'.Phis is not true of nails (and a number of

other items) in historic site archaeology.

Having seen the difficulty of

using the available sources, and of analyzing nails, and having felt the
need for a body of well described nails, illustrated in such a way that
other people coul.d CX\mpare their finds,

I decided to start with our

collection, to break it down into visual types, and to illustrate and
describe each of these tY]>es so that comp.qri son~ could he made.

Only in this

10
way can trustworthy archaeological information be accumulated.
This is not intended to criticize the imp'rtance of any previous studies,
nor to imply that trade journals, technical encyclopedias, and catalogues,
or clues resulting from manufacturing techniques, are not useful.

However,

L

before trying to interpret our findings in terms of these, we need an

r

jJJ.nstrated list of "holotypes" -

of specific nails found under specific

{

c0nditions, asSC\ciated with particular date brackets.

This is what I hope

to start.
Part 2
Following are a few of the types found that are completely or partly
machine made nails.

The drawings should be clear enough so that even a

fragmentary, or partly obscured nail, can be identified by ccmparison.

I.

vie found, while sorting the nails, that many of them fell into recognizable
groups within which the characteristics of shape, regardless of size,
formed a distinct

II

gestalt" • This can be used to identify nails, even when

the particular manufacturing criteria are obscured.
We used simple terms, descriptive of the appearance of the nails, in
order to avoid biased names which implied knowledge of either relative
Later, I hope to relate the nails

dating or specific manufacture techniques.

L

,.,

of a particular group to the way in which they \EIre made, the date, and the
purpose-but that WC'uld be premature now.
what

w~

The first task is to describe

f"und, and this is a beginning of that task.

When it is more advanced,

I hope to have better terminology.
"Cast.. N!1ils
These are mentioned in the literature" but not explained nor described
and }Y.\(\rly illustrated.

We found five of these, which we characterised as
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These were small (13/16 of an inch long), which

"suggestive of a clove".

also seems to be true of those few found elsewhere.
a~ut

Until I know more

the manufacture, I \'/ill keep the quotation marks around "cast".

b:ragnoBtic Traits:

L

1) Shank has even taper on all four sides, to sharpe point, and is
square in cross section at all places

r

2) At neck, shank slopes out to meet head evenly on all sides. Slope
of neck almost equals slope of upper surfaces of head.

3) Head is a symmetrical four sided pyramid.

r

The t("lp rises to a small

knob.

4) There are no sharp Ilcut ll surfaces anywhere, on shank, neck, or head.
"Side Pinch ll Headed

N~i1s

The se are like many other cut nails except in the way the heads are
made.

It is as though a vise or pliers had squeezed from the two sides and

forced a snall ridge or

II

pinch II of metal to extend from the head down to

the shank in frC'nt and back.
Diagnostic Traits:
At the neck on fl"C'nt and back (the two broad surfaces as opposed to
the narrow one~) t,hp..re is a small flange or piece ("If metal attached to the
he~d

L

,r

and to the neck.

this piece is flattened on the sides as i f squeezed.
"Block Headed Nail"

Only one of these was

found~

and it is quite pnssible that it was

intended f<\r use in a gun or some t0C'1.
UlF.lt.:~1 sncket

as if no

The square J thick head suggests a

to receive it. The shank has C'nly a suggestion of squareness

sq~"lre rod h."'\d ~n rt:,und~d ~nd

drawn

0Ut..

(See drawing for appearance)
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Diagnostic Traits:
1) Shank is nearly round and tapers evenly to sharp p:>int. At neck
it is nearly as thick as head.

L

2) Head is nearly cubical but may be slightly bulbous on t("lp.

"4'fJ Squeeze ll Nails
These also have many of the aspects of other cut nails.
difference seems to be at the neck.
on the four corners.

Again, the

Here they are flattened or bevelled

This bevel starts at the broadest part of the nail

shank and becomes wider as it approache s the head, so that at the neck,
the cross section is square, and turned

4SO

frC"m the rectangle of the shank.

It seems as though the metal had been pressed c:r squeezed jUst umer the
head, at an angle to the rest ("If the shank.

I.

I

of Ilfaulty " heading.

This may pT0ve to be a pI"C'duct

In other words, mils may have fallen into rectangular

(or squ'lre) hC'les and then a heading hmmner flattened the top.

If they were

just slightly out of line, they would tend to straighten themselves in the
holes, but if they were eL'lctly 4~ off, the hammer might simply drive
them into the hole that way.

I

This is purely speculative - but the type is

reaS"nably common. (83e drawing).
Diagoostic Traits:

L
,..

,

1) Shank is normal fC'r cut nails, up to broadest place.
2) Corner bevels start there and becrIme wider up to neck, at which
p:'int the four bevelled surfaces have replaced the ('ther four
surfaces of the shank•
.3) Cross section is square at neck, and A.xis is
shank.
4) Head is flat, and fairly thin.

4'P

C'ff rectangle of
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. All of this is only a start, and modifications will be necessary.
I would appreciate it if anyone with questil)ns or suggestions for improvementa would connnunicate with me, since it is imp:'lrtant that this inf0rmation

L
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l
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I
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i.

I
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sh("uld be presented in a way to make it useful.
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THE RAISING OF THE !'iALLORYTOWN WRECK
Walter zacharchuk
National Historic Sites Service
De~ent of Indian Affairs and Northern Developnent
Ottawa, Canada

L

In 1966, the National Historic Sites Service of the Canadian
Department (\f Indian Affairs and Northern Developnent was informed by
divers from the Kingston-Brockville area in Ontario of the existence of a
wreek located in Patterson Bay (more commonly

as Brown t s Bay),

lmC\WD

a snail inlet on the north shore of the St. Lawrence River about 30 miles
from the eastern end of Lake OntariC'.

The Service decided to examine this

wreck and excavation was undertaken in the summer of 1966 by a crew of
i

l.

six regular divers plUS local divers "'ho assisted on week-ends.
During the initial excavation, the vessel was tentatively identified
as a British gunboat.

With the exception of a few unusual features such

as a centreboard, the Mallorytown wreck

corres~nds

late lath and early 19th century British gunboats.

closely with plans of
A decision was made,

therefore, to raise the wreck and, if subsequent investigations verified

l.

,,..

the tentative identification, to preserve the vessel fer eventual exhibition.
The wreck lay approximately 300 feet from the shore in six feet of water
and, except for the stern and centreboard box, was completely covered with
sand.

\'lhen it was excavated, the wooden hull was found to be 54

long with a fifteen foot beam and a hold depth of

3i

feet.

i

feet

Three deck

beams were recovered indicating that she was at least partially' decked;
no deck p1Anking was found.

The original worlananship of the boat is fine

quality and the eonstructlon is light, the keel being 611 X 10" with ribs
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16
approximately 311

X

3t1 in cross section. A large rectangular hole had

been cut into the keelSC'n and this is believed to be the mast step.

L
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This

was formed by first drilling four holes into the keelson and then gouging
out the intervening woodj the four auger holes are still visible at the
bottom of the mast step hole.

One C'f the deck beams recovered

lie s

notched

1

!

to accept the mast and part of the mast clamp was found attached to this
beam.

The clamp and two iron pins fastened to the same beam are stamped

with the broad arrow indicating that these were British military property.
The available evidence suggests that the vessel was single masted.
Below the step" the keelson has been partially cut away to provide
access to the bilge.

This cut was necessary because the present keelson

is a later addition to the vessel and is larger than the keel which, of
course, is part of the original construction.
piece of oak, 10" x 10" and 27 ~'long.

The new keelson is a single

Fastened to the keelson by means

of two mee s hewn out of naturally curved wrod was the centreboard case.
The length of the case is eleven feet - ab0ut one-fifth the length of the
vessel itself.

The board is still in the case and is of the' swivel type.

One of the most interesting architectural features of the construction

L

,,.

of the vessel is the sec0nda~ planking of the hull. (see Plate 1)
Except f('r the top three planks which are of carvel construction, the
original IIskin" is lap strake with the frames notched for the strakes.

The

fastenings, which are made of copper, became the souvenirs of many week-end
pleasure divers over the years.
vessel was substantially altered.

However, at some time in her career the
Extra ribs were added between each of the

original ribs and an entirely new

"skin"

covered the original hull planking.

This new skin is also of lap strake construction and was held at bow and
stern in new rabbets cut into the stem and stern posts.

L
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The planking of

both skins is the same thickness (about 3/4") and the additional ribs are
the same size as the original frames.

The interior of the vessel is planked

amidship and this too shows evidence of later oonstruction.

The secondary

construction is characterized by the use of wrought iron nails, rather than
copper fastenings.
Documentary research carried out by Judith Hudson indicates that the
British gunboat fleet on the Great Lakes underwent substantiill repairs and
refurbishing during the period from approximatelJr 1814 to about 1838.

I..

In

the report of 1820 by F.E. Hawkes, the Admiralty was advised that "the
expense of copper fastenings to ships employed on the Lakes is quite

r

1mnecessary, as the i:ron does not appear to be corroded in any degree as we
have been accustomed to see it ll •

Thus" the second skin is in keeping with

the identification of the vessel as a Great Lakes gunboat.
I

I;

The removable

centreboard, however" is a feature most unusual in gunboats; examination
shows that the centreboard is a late addition probably associated with the

I.

,r

replanking of the hull.

It is possible that the vessel was sold for

civilian use and that the rep1anking and the addition of a centreboard
represent civilian modifications.
To contain and lift the wreck from the riverbed, it was felt that a
very rigid structure would be required tn prevent further collapse of the
hulk during the operation.
wooden cradle was 64'

~ng

In accordance with the original design" the

and 29' wide and constructed to withstand any
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stresses that might develop from uneven buoyancy or from wave action while
being towed.

There were eight plywood °iC.oatation chambers on each side:

of the wreck (Fig. 1).

The advantage of this modification was that the

belts did not have to be placed at regular intervals and therefore the
bC\u1ders in the clay could be aV0ided.

Only six belts instead of seventeen

crossbeams would have to be used in the initial lift to support the vessel
from beneath and thus only six tunnels would have to be dug.

Furthermore

the length of the cradle could be reduced by twelve feet which reduced
its weight by approximately 30%.

In order to transport the disassembled cradle from Mallorytown Landing,
the main beams and sub-assemblies were t0wed two and one-half miles OO\JJl1-

I.

stream to Brown r s Bay.

The final a ssembly of the upside-down version of the

cradle was made on the beach of Brown 1 s Bay.
By this time the wreck and surrounding area had been prepared to
receive the cradle.

The sand which had been removed from within the wreck

and from its perimeter was discharged seventy-five feet away from the
working area.

The assembled cradle was towed into position over the wreck

(see Fig. 1); to sink the cradle down to the boat, six of the floatation

I.

chambers were placed on top of the cradle and used as ballast boxes.
Careful ballasting" achieved by pmnping sand into the boxes with a trash
pump, proVided

a

state

of

neutral buoyancy.

Two divers IX'sitioned the

cradle exactly over the wreck and additional sand pumped into the balla st
bc'xes forced the cradle securely onto the riverbed.

As an additional safe-

guard against movement of the cradle by wave-action" four forty-five gallon

drums filled with sand, rock and cement, were lashed to the corners of the
cradle.
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The next step was to tunnel under the hull of the wreck in order to
place the belts and this was the lIlC'lst demanding and delicate aspect of the

L
r
r

operation.

In order to prevent the belts from fC'rcing the sides of the

wreck inward, wooden spreaders were nailed to the belts the width "f the
wreck I s bottom (see Fig. 2).
Tunnels under the boar, large enough to pass belt and spreader, were
excavated by using high pressure water jets and the t.rash pumps were
employed to draw away the excavated clay (see Fig. 2).
Once the belts were secured under the hulk" they were hung with !c'ops
of steel cable from longitudinal, auxiliary timbers, resting on and
spreading the load over several adjacent cro ss beams of the cradle.
Wooden wedges driven under the steel loops were used to snug the belt's
up against the oottom of the ship.
The actual floatation seemed to be no problem since the buoyancy of
the cradle without the ballast was sufficient to float the entire complex.
However, for insurance, the ten remaining floata.tion chambers, five on each
side of the cradle, were installed_ (see Plate 2).

It was necessary to

wait for a calm day so that wave turbulence would not endanger the fr.agile

L

,,.

hulk.

On the appropriate day, June 2, 1967, the sand and c!'ncrete-filled

drums were removed from the corners of the cradle and the pumps were used
to reoove small quantities of sand at a time from the ballast boxes.

The

entire lifting operation required less than six h<'urs.
Since there were no facilities fC'r bringing the vessel ashore at
Brown's Bay, it was necessary to tow the vessel and i.t.s hllrden
half mile B upstream, back to Mallorytown Landing.

t.l~(')

Ann

(1.l1()-
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Here a trough, surrounded by a pad of coarse gravel" had been
prepared on shore to receive the wreck.

Although the boat was surprisingly

light in the water, fourteen additional supporting belts were fastened

L

around the hulk on four-foot centres.

These belts would provide extra

security during the lift and would reduce the deformation of the wreck
\Ulder its own weight ('ut of the water.

Finally, all the fastenings were

improvnd and double-checked.
Two cranes, one a fifty-ton and the other a twenty-five-ton, were
needed to lift and control accurately the swing of the cradle, the surplus
list capacity being required by the angle at which the crane booms had to
be placed.

The gravel pad construction had been fashioned to support and

spread the load of the cranes during the lift; twC' long I-beams reinforced
the cradle longitudinally during the lift and anchored the lifting slings.
II

The I-beams were laced to the cradle with wire cables, and the lifting
slings were shackled to the eye s in the beams.
The initial part of the lift was made very slowly to see hC'w the belts
and cable 8 would take the strain and to ensure that the water would drain
away from the inside of the boat (see Plate 3).

Midway through the lifting,

L

the floatsticn chambers were removed since they added unnecessarily to the

.I

weight; even so the estimated weight of the cradle and boat after this
operati.0n was 22 t"ns.

Once the cradle was successfully resting on the

gravel pads with the wreck hanging within the trough (see t'ig. 3)" cleaning
and recC\rding in preparation for the preservation was begun.

,
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The cleaning and recf\rding proce ss required us to leave the hull
exposed to the air for a period of several weeks and" to prevent the \«'lod
from drying, a sprinkling system was installed.

L
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A long plastic hose was

perforated, and to each end was fastened a gasoline-driven water pump.
This sprinkling system proved quite satisfactory for keeping the hull wet.
Corranercial vacuum. cleaners were used to remove sand from within the hull
and from between the inner and outer planking of the hull, while the algae
was scrubbed from the planks with brushes.

All of the sand from the vacuum

cleaner was screened and washed on the deck of the work soow to avoid loss
of small artifacts.

Pitch from the underside of the hull was removed to

permit better absorption (If the preservative.
With the cleaning and recording finished, a preservative bath was
assembled.

To have enough preservative solution for total :immersion of the

boat" t:wenty tons of polyethelene glycol, (Carbowax) was needed and this
was mixed with forty tons of water.

An envelope of six layers of six-mi.l

polyethelene sheeting was placed around the out side of the boat.
r'

I

I

,,..

sheeting

'WaS

supported on the outside by banks of sand.

This

In effect, the

vessel and the Carbowax solution \rere oontained in a large tub cnnstructed
of sand banks lined with polyethelene sheeting.

Eleven thousand gallons of

preservative solution, weighing nearly sixty tons, c(\mpletely immersed the
wreck.

A single sheet of }Xllyethelene sheeting was then placed over the

cradle to act as a vapour barrier to prevent excessive evaporation loss.
Above this" a roof of plyw00d sheets covered with tar-p9.per was built.
It was h!'ped that this roof would transmit heat from the sun and keep the
solution at a higher than ambient temperature.

During the winter, the

bath will be heated with four 5,OOO-watt heaters; electric mixers will
be used to keep the solution circulating.
total saturation of the hull, all

L

C'f

It was calculated that for a

the ship's wooden oom}X\nents 'Would have

to absorb 7,500 Ibs. of carbowax.
The SC'lution temperat.ure was between 75 degrees and 80 degrees for a
period

C'f

three months.

&lution samples were taken at intervals of two

'Weeks and the absorption appears to be satisfactory.

At the end of a

three JD(lnth period we found, by examining wood samples and oolution density,
that the hull has absC'rbed 6,000 Ibs. of carbowax.
In the spring o.f 1968, the preservative solution will be drained

and the wreck will be transported to a national historic park where it will

l.
r

l
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be put on display as an interest,ing feature of Canada's past.
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THE CAMDEN SITE, aAROLINE COUNTY, VIRGINIA
Howard A. MacCord, Sr.
Virginia State Library
Richmond, Virginia.

L

Every state along the Atlantic coast from Maine to Florida has one
or more Indian remnant groups identifiable today.

Presumably, these groups

are the direct descendants of prehistoric groups of the area.

While th~~f'

groups generally are completely Europeanized, and their prehi.st,orlc cult.ures
are studied by many archaeologists, there has been little if any research

into the dynamics and stages of the transition from savagery to civilization
experienced by these people.

Considerable research will be needed to work

out the processes involved and to identify the material cultures present

I.

at the various stage s.

The Indian-made JUttery found at Wi J J j amsburg and

elsewhere) which Mr. No!l Hume calls Colono-Indian Ware represents part
of the cultural picture.

Another aspect is evident in the cultural debris

recovered at a site in Caroline County, some twenty-five

mile~

east of

Fredericksburg, Virginia.
The site is that of a single", isolated, frame dwelling, occupied by
one Indian family during the final quarter of the 17th Century.

,.,

The site

covered a bout 1200 square feet" and all remains were screened from the
topsoil.

The evidence indicates a small cabin fronting toward the nearby

Rappahannock River, with a mud and stick chimney, ar
a central fire on the floor.

earthen floor, and

Hand-forged nails indicate that the structure

was made at least partly of boards, rather than logs.
found includes a hinge, bits of chain,
miscellaneous formless strips of iron.

9,

pa~s

Other hardware

of a door latch, and

Domestic utensils include glass

and ceramics from Europe, although over 9000 fragments of Indian-made
dishes were found.

This ware seems to be a direct outgrowth from the late

prehistoric pottery known as Potomac Creek ware.

L
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seem to be copies of European-made dishes.
hones and two flake scrapers.
iron knives, axes, etc.

Some of the Indian bowls

Stone tools were liJni.ted to

Metal files indicate the need to sharpen

One glass and two stone arrow-points were found,

but four gunflints, one lead bullet, and two recognizable gun parts
indicate that the occupant had a firearm.

Personal adOrrDIlent items found

include locally-made shell beads and one made of glass.

&loking must have

been a common pastime, judging from the more than 300 pipe fragments found.
l'iOst were of local, Indian manufacture, but some may have been made at
Jamestown, and some were English-made kaolin pipes.
l._

The latter can be

dated to the period from 1675 to 1690, centering ~round 1680.

Tw:> coins

were found; a Spanish silver coin dated 1662,and an English farthing dated

r

1672.

A silver medal bearing fine engraving and the inscription uYe King

of Matchotick"

was found in the refuse.

This medal may be one of those

presented to the signers of a treaty in May, 1677, following Bacon I s
Rebellion.

L

r.

The occupant of the site was probably a tenant on a plantation, hired
to supply the landlord with fresh meat, fish and oysters and to serve as
interpreter, guide and scout.

Colonial records show this to have been a

common practice, but the excavations at Camden yield the first archaeological
evidence s of thi s custom.

]
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A.

Mould, face. Terminal of' English mid-eighteenth
century storeware and creamware types.
Mould impression.

B. Mould, Back.
(1772-1821).

Initials of Rudolph Christ, Salem potter
Mould probably made between 1774-1786.

c.

Pot, terminal. Unglazed stoneware, arrow illustrates
scoring utilized during luting terminal.

D.

Pot, inside.

E.

Bowl, tootring. Unglazed stoneware. Tw:>-inch
diameter foot indicates small bowl or saucer.

F.

Pot, lid. Unglazed stonewA.re. &nall turning arcs
indicate small diameter lid. Vessel probably milk
pot form.

Unglazed stoneware.

Note tooling lines.
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or Swintt:'n type (Towner, 1957, p. 72, 78, Fig. 4) tho.n does the sprigg
lI1!'uld.

DC'nald Towner in describing (1963, p. 151, 153, Fig. 10) this

terminal type with the acC\rns says that "These terminals are indicative

L

of Leeds' manufacture of both the early and later periods, as they do not
appear to have been used by any other factC"lry."

r

!

The handle, underneath the flower of the terminal, though only a
fragplent (1/411 ) is represented, appears tn be of the "double intertwined
handle" (T(\wner, 1957, p. 69, 76, Fig. 8) type so extensively used by the
Leeds PC'ttery.

Wh~ther

variety is unknown.

this handle was (\f the reeded, roped, nr plain

Tf\wner (1957" p. 69) described the reeded handle as

being associated with the forementioned Leeds C'r

Sw1nt~n

type terminal

(Towner, 1957, p. 72, 78, Fig. 4).
Of the reeded double intertwined handles, there are four terminals
on a ve.ssel, each handle having two tenninals on its origin nr terminus.
The terminal on the sherd excavated corres}X'nds

~

the urper lett terminal

C'f the vessel from which it came because of its angle te! the mouth of the
veasf31 and its relatiC"n to the projected diameter (2 11 ) of the

sherd.

Other evidence for this terminal being of the double handle type is

L
IJ
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the inner tooling lines (D in photo) and their oblique (54(\) angle with the
center line

C'f

the termina.l.

The toc·ling lines referred tC' are the lines

cut inside the vessel thI'!'ugh the acti("ln (\f shaping the interior and
finishing its surface while tre vessel is still plastic and therefore are
parallel with the base and mouth of the vessel.

These tooling lines rom

a slight spiral up to the IIl0uth (·f the vessel, however, they are
tC'gether ( 1/3211 ) t.hat they may be assumed to be parallel.

S)

c1,()se
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This sherd could not be from any object otter than a coffee or milk1

}))t

or

fCme

other vase-like form because the projected curvature ('\1' the

sherd restricts the neck diameter as well as the terminal-to-mouth distance.

L

!

The distance from the terminal to the mouth (\1' the vessel (or any decoration)
has to be over l-t" from the terminal as the shard represents lack of any
application, decoration or rim.

Therefore, this sherd is from a vessel of

a coffee or milk-!X't fom and was 10 cated as the upper left teminal.
As representative 01' the forementiC'ned terminal and sherd, tltK't other

stoneware sherds al5<' unCX'vered exhibit a questionable relationship with
this form.

une of the se sherds (E in photo) is a foot and part 01' abase,

which on the center has a diameter of 1 7/8 11 and on the outside (\1' the fmt
(Where the base attaches) measures 2" in diameter.

This diameter of the

f"'ot and the illustrated shape rather limits what asSC'ciation may be node
as to vessel form:
fr·~t

a cup plate, a shallow boWl, or a cup or perhaps a

whose form is n0t illustrated in coffee or milk-pr\ts in too Leeds'

catalogue.

This fr·ot, if an asSC"ciation tn a coffee or milk-IX;lt is

made, will have to be Christ 1 5 innovation, tnking the fCtr-t fIY'm anC'ther
vessel form.

L
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The profile of the

f~(\t

up the wall 0f the vessel.
a globular based }X'lt.

and base shows lack (\f quick rise f;r':)m the foot

Therefore, it probably is from a low bowl or

The interior 01' the base does not exhibit circular

t<'oling lines and therefore may be indicative of the interior of a pot
rat.her than of a bowl or dish form.

Interior tnC'ling of a bowl or dish

lK'uld be effected c:lRiel" thAn a p:.t boc:luse of the height of working

dist,nnce nnti clnseness (\f area.

UB
The C'ther st"neware shard rec('vered (F in photo) illustrates a cover
for a vessel.

This is because there are arcing external tool lines.

sherd represents ab!'ut one-fifth ('If the ct"mpleted top.

L

This

The curvature is

slight and represents a low lid as found on a bC'wl, salt, dessert, tureen,
or a coffee, milk' or tea-pot.

The curvature ('f the tooling lines and the

sherd appear to be JIY.\st likely the same as of the pots illustrated by
Towner

(1963, Plate 63, Fig. 13).

Evidence of these sherds being frnm a Salem produced vessel, aside from
the

m~uld,

is the absence

~f

of any kind.

glaze

represented the cnmpleted vessel as the Elers-type red

Either this

st~neware

did--

without glaze---('\r was intended tel be further refired and this represents
the first stage ('f firing.

The latter oould be evidenced by the intentional

discard of this vessel in a waste dump yet to be found with this sherd
merely a repsesentative.

The extreme hardness (If the sherds is further

pre C'f of the intenti(lnal high firing 0f the ware with a st0neware as the
prnduct.
The appearance of the paste in the sherds is apparently what Christ
meant wh:en he said of the ufine p'tterylt that if lithe first grain of sand •••

l.

,
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cC'mes intr. the white clay,

fJ.y will

dC\ a great damage" (A.C. 12 Sept. 1780).

Perhaps this sandgrain and other foreign matter is what caused the surface
of the sherds t(\ be nicked and scrat.~hed. Also, there is an indication of
.foJ."eign

matter in the paste as lumps attest.

intentinnAl reject,iCln

r'f

This may be a reasnn for

this vessel after the bisque firing.
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An interesting p-'int conce:rning the process of sprigging is that on the

sherd with the terminal, where a piece nf the terminal is missing
(0 in photo, note arrow), a cross-hatching or scC\ring on the surface of

L

the vessel is evident.

This method of

all~wing

a greater surface area

and certainly a more stable C\ne f('lr the application of a sprigg as a
terminal" took place while the vessel was still plastic.

In sprigging

the }X)tter would apply liquid slip as an adhesive and then affix ('lute I)
the sprig to the vessel surface.

The potter producing this vessel was

either developing scC'ring as a parallel invention

w

the ].r.ng-known

technique in England or was taught by Ellis.
In Tle L~eds Pottery (1963)~ Plate 5a, illustrates a saltglaze
sauce~at

(ca. 1770) with ret,ded double intertwined handles and a close

terminal type to the C'ne under discussinn.

It is with this sauceboat

that c0mparison can be made tr' plate 32-a which exhibits a teapot (ca. 1775)
with identical terminals and handles, but (\f creamware.
f0nllS

Fr0m these tl«)

it is }y,ssible that when the J0hn Bartlam ]X)ttery was operating (?)

and advertising fC'lr men in 1770, the terminal form Bartlam and his workers,
then in Charle~n,

L
,
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were knt"lwledgeab1e ('If producing was saltgalze.

creamware use of this terminal was slowly being adopted in England.

The
The

fact is that while trying tC' pinpoint the ware produced by the yet-to-be.·
excavated Bartlam }X"ttery one has to be cautiC'us as this 1765-1775 period
is the transition between saltglaze and creamware.

The archaeological

laboratories at Colonial Williamsburg have examples of overlapping D1C'lds
of this period and urge

9t.~ngly

agai.nst poa.i:t.ive dating.
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With the preceding documentary evidence, "ne may presume the sherds .
under discussiC'n are stoneware.

L

A probable oonclusion is that the sherds

represent finished vessels when t:'ne understands that the saltglazing of
stnneware and the firing of the vessel is a one-step process. The question
of the unglazed stnneware" being either a waster or an accident during
firing, is nC't

irn~rtant.

a finished product.

~lhat

is imiY.'rtant is that the sherds illustrate

Even i f Christ intended tn glaze the vessel for

his "tort0ise-shellll ware" he would have processed the entire vessel in one
firing.
Realizing that the sherds are of a vessel that was, in its finished
f0rm, unglazed stoneware, one can see the backgrc,und fnr this ware in the

I

Elers tradition in England.

ThE: Elers and later redware lX,tters pr0duced

a red-unglazed str.'neware type which was in v0gue in the 1740's.

Later,

after the 1740 tCl 1760 high pr0duction period of sa1tglazed stoneware
by WedgltK'od and other p:>tters in England, it is nC't at all improbable

that the red-unglazed

st~neware

stylish in the Colonies.

of the red st(\neware traditi(\n was

The 1770 period in America and the slew

acceptance (·f red stoneware is understandable when C'ne considers even
twenty-five year lags in furniture styles frC\m England to the Colonies.
More }:Ositive evidence for a date on the Ul."uld and the associated
sherds can be found in Jnhn Marshall r s Report

(5 May 1774) in which

!2 ~ Unitas Fratrum

liThe }:Otter fi,lliil •••made a burning of Queenswar"e,

and ('ne of stoneware, so that the process is now fairly understood here
[Saleri!lI.

This, along with the negative evidence of stoneware in the

Christ-Krause (Christ,fs successor) waster dump (1786-1789) at Bethabara,

1.21

proves Christ was not producing st0neware during the Bethabara period,
but before he left Salem.

L

However, Stanley fhuth did unoover (1963-65),

and yet to publish, a ceramic type which is creamware paste and JOOst
definitely tnrtoise-shel1 glaze.

During this twelve-year (1774-l786Jperiod

in Salem , 'Christ, at one time J produced an unglazed str·neware and

probably found it impractical to make.

Either it was too time CX'nsuming

or was not accepted by the public. Whatever the reason for his rejectinn
of unglazed stoneware, it was not quick enough te. hide the production of
this ware from histC'ry through archae01ogy.

,
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A NEW UNDERWATER EXCAVATING SYSI'EM FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGIsr*
Carl J. Clausen
Florida state Board of· Archives and History
The archaeolr-gist, whether on land or underwater, must contend with
excavating - physically uncovering that which he intends to study.

Ashore,

the traditional implements for this task have been the shovel and the trowel.
Underwater, the majority of serious work in recent years (Franzen, 1964: 96;
and Bass, 1966: 125-135) has been undertaken with the airlift or suceuse
which, while it may not have a long tradition in archaeology, certainly has
a history of respectable length. 1
Both the familiar airlift and its less well-mown alternative, the
injection dredge, popularized by divers mining gold in California rivers,
have a proven record in underwater excavation.

This is particularly true

in those portions of the world where the de}X'sition or shifting of sediments

is relatively light.

After thousands of years, shipwrecks or archaeological

ruins in such areas may lie under only a few inche s of sand or silt.
Unfortunately, a large percentage of underwater sites occur where the
dep>sition of terrigenous sediments or the shifting of already present

r"

* A paper also delivered at the Third Conference on Underwater
Archaeology in Miami, florida, March, 1967.
1

F. Dumas in his book Deep Water Archaeology, provides an exhaustive
bibliography on the principle and use of the airlift pump in which a n\Dllber
of the articles published date from the period 1870-1910.
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sediments is heavier.

After even a hundred years, sites in these areas may

lie below sand or silts ranging from a few feet to many yards in depth.
such situations the airlift and dredge are at a disadvantage.

In

If, for

example, a shipwreck lies under just four feet of sand, the airlift or
dredge may have to move more than 100 cubic feet of overburden to clear a
working area just two feet in diameter at the level. of the wreck.

The sides

of holes excavated in deep sand or silt continually slip, seeking a stable
slope.

The airlift operator begins to feel like an "ant lion" building a

trap, and it becomes difficult to establish or maintain horizontal control
systems.

Naturally, the expense of working a site rises rapidly with the

depth of the overburden.

If the area of a site is large, perhaps a

scattered shipwreck covering several acres (Clausen, 1966: SO), the problems
are,of course,multiplied.
Mendel Peterson, Curator of Armed Forces History at the Snithsonian,
who has been making recoveries from a Spanish shipwreck off Bennuda,
stated at the Third Conference on Underwater Archaeology, held recently
in Miami, Florida, that literally thousands of cubic feet of calcarious
sand and dead coral had to be removed from above that wreck before work
could proceed.
George Bass of the University of Pennsylvania Museum revealed that,

•

r

according to his ca1culations, fully 60 per cent of the be10w-water effort
on the "Byzantine Wreck ll of several years ago was directed towards the
remova1 of overburden, largely by hand fanning.
}X)int up the problem which exists.

These statements clearly
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A little more than 36 months ago ~ what 'l'rB.Y' be the answer to excavating

I

L
r

1

in areas where heavy sediment presents a formidable obstacle

to the orderly;

efficient recovery of materials from a site was developed by a group of
treasure hunters working on Colonial period shipwrecks off the Florida East
Coast.

Ironically, the first unit was built and installed on a vessel not

with the intention of excavating, but to pump a continuous column of clear
surface water down to the wreck site through dirty cooler layers of water
trapped near the bottom to improve visivility for divers operating
conventional injection dredges.

What was accidentally created may well be

the key to the ultimate excavating tool

for the archaeologist underwater.

The first unit was an ugly, square, boxlike affair oonstructed of

l

sheet metal, which captured the thrust of the vessel's single propeller
and directed it against the bottom.

In action, the fOwerful column of

water forced the sediment into suspension and simply blew it away.

In

its original crude form, the blower was capable of opening an eight-byten-foot hole to bedro ck through from four to six feet of sand" shell and
loose coquina rock in approximately 10 minutes (Clausen, 1965: 3).
The versatility of the blower for excavating purposes is astounding.
When working near its maximum SPeed in sterile sand overburden, one
medium-sized unit can move an estimated 100 to 200 cubic

feet of secliment

per minute with a force requiring an observer to hold fast with two hands

to some solid object to maintain position. The same unit.. running at
greatly reduced speed in levels with cultural remains, can gently remove
the sand from around artifacts in an area 10 feet in diameter, exposing
them as carefully as a diver fanning with his hand or smalJ. paddle.
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As stated, the original models used the propulsion system of the boat,
capturing and redirecting, or occasi0nally simply deflecting, the propeller's
thrust.

L

In many cases, with the digging unit fastened in place over the

propeller or propellers, the vessel was immobilized.

As there is an element

of danger involved in even temporarilY incapacitating a vessel, even a wellmoored craft, near a shoal, reef, or off a weather shore where most wrecks
have occurred, later versions were designed and built with their own
propellers and power sources.
The most }X)pu1ar form of what might be called the "second generation
blower" consists of a 20 or 3D-inch boat I s
in a metal cylinder.

propeller centrally mounted

Power to the propeller shaft is supplied from a

deck-mounted automotive-type engine through a modified automobile
differential.

In operation, the cylinder and propeller assembly, which

rides below the surface, is securelY fastened in a vertical position to the
side or transom of the vessel.
Effective as either type of blower is, its efficiency drops rapidlY
as the concentrated thrust from the unit is dissipated in the surrounding
(

.

L

water.

At distances greater than 25 feet from the propeller, the blower is

not effective.

Depending on the de sign and placement of the unit on the

vessel, the depth of water in which it can effectively be utilized is
I

r

limited to approximatelY 30 feet.
Naturally, many wrecks lie deeper and there have been attempts to
extend the effective operating depth.

Chiefly the approach has been to

lengthen the ducting, by attaching either rigid or flexible p.xtenaions.
This has met with limited success.

E:at,ended sections of rigid ducting

tended to multiply those lateral stresseR generated by the rolling or

.

I
~
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Plate 5

An artist 1 s conception of the future excavation of a wreck in
the Florida Keys. In the foreground an operator guides an excavating
unit which i3 gently removing the sand from around the frames and keel
of the wreck" while an observer watches. In the i:mmediate background
a cameraman photographs tagged artifacts and structural detail in an
already exposed portion of the vessel. Further back a second excavating
uni t working at higher speed quickly remove s sterile overburden which
is l"f=!der-ositeo. down nurrent away from the site.
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Plate 1.

The original "blower", affectionat.ely referred
to as the "mailbox" by its developers. The unit
was attached with steel p:ins to a cage assemblY
surrounding the propeller of the salvage vessel.
The wash from the propeller, positioned inches
away from the square opening on the side of the
unit entered the assembly and was directed downwards.
In 15 to 20 teet of water this unit was capable of
opening an 8 by 10 foot hole to bedrock through from
four to six .feet of sand, shell and loose coquina
rock in approximately 10 minutes. The tank and tube
reduced the submerged weight of the unit, easing
handling.

Plate 2.

This large, stern-mounted, scuttle-shaped assembly
rotate s downward to a po sition in front of the ve ssel' s
52 inch wheel where it deflects the water toward
the bottom.

Plate 3.

A II second generation" excavating unit on the deck of a
vessel. The autoIOObile differential, propeller and
ducting are clearly shown. In use this unit is
rigidly fixed to the side of the vessel in a vertical
po sition. Power is drawn from an industrial engine
mounted transversely below deck.

Plate 4.

Another IIsecond generation" unit fabricated from
aluminum and pernanently mounted on the stern of a
small vessel. Power in this case is supplied by a
deck-mounted automtive engine. Shown here in its
IItravel attitude, II the unit rotates oounter clockwise through approxim::l:tely 1200 to a vertical working
position.
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pitching motions of the vessel at the surraee.

I

Flexible ducting, for

example a tube of heavy camas, was tried but abandoned because torque
transmitted to the water by the propeller caused the tube to twist and

l.

contort and become unmanageable.
In the opinion of this writer, the obvious step to alleviate the

r

present short operating rang~ is to free the unit from its direct

at+A.chment to a surface vessel.

Once free, the "third g~nero.t.ion" blo'W~r

could be employed for excavating purposes at any depth now feasible for
divers.
Tile scene in the accompanying artist f s conception of the excavation of

a

L

Colonial Period wreck in the Florida Keys is no doubt several years in

the future.

In it we see one possible fnrm the third generation blower

might take.

The unit depicted is compact, perhaps seven to eight feet in
diameter and a little more than two feet top to bottom.

An umbilical

connects the unit to the support vessel at the surface supplying power
for a submersible turbine.
To counter the thrust developed by the unit f s 6Q-inch propeller,

1

,

r

50 per cent of the water column is reversed and exitrs through the duct
surrounding the center intake.

The remaining approximately 4Q-inch in

diameter column of water is sufficient to clear a working area of 70 to 80
square feet in up to 10 feet of sand.

Torque is compensated for either by

contra-rotating propellers or p:>ssibly by vanes set in the counter flow,
and the weight of the uni.t. :l.R nelltrali v.p.d Ly

collar.

t.h~

inflA.t.a.bl.e rubherized
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Plate

5

An artist I s conception of the future excavation of a wreck in
the Florida Keys. In the foreground an operator guides an excavating
unit which is gently removing the sand from around the frame s and keel
of the wreck" while an observer watches. In the iJmnediate background
a cameraman photographs tagged artifacts and structural detail in an
already exposed portion of the vessel. Further back a seC'.()nd excavating
unit working at higher speed quickly remove s sterile overburden which
is I'P.tier.osi:t.ed down current away from the site.
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Summary

This paper has reported on a new mechanisn for excavating archaeologieal
sites underwater.

L

,
!

Within its present operating range, it is at least

10 to 20 times more efficient in removing overburden than the airlift or
injection dredge.

The blower's ability to cope with sites buried under

deep sand and mud is a proven fact.

In spite of the ability of the units

to excavate enormous holes, by present standartis, in unconsolidated

sediments, it is a remarkably versatile tool, capable of gently exposing
in situ even the most fragile of cultural remains.

Unfortunately, at

this stage of its developnent it is restricted to depths of 30 feet or less.
However" developnent of units capable of remote operation at any depth where
underwater archaeological sites may be reached by divers is possible.
Capable of quickly clearing an entire wreck site or ruins in areas of
either heavy or light sedimentation, the blower encourages a more
economical approach to archaeolog.i.nal recovery- \mderwater than has
preViously been feasible.

,

r
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A SPRIGG ~lUULD FOR IIFWWERS FUR THE FINE POTTERY"

Brad Rauschenberg
Old Salem, Inc.
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
In 1771 and again in 1773 visitors to Salem, North Carolina, taught

English ceramic techniques to the local potters of the German ceramic
tradition.

'.

Among these was •sprigging , or the art of applying moulded

impressions on ceramic vessels.

It was the archaeological discovery of such

a mould with the potter's initials that prompted the writing of this paper.
Not until 1963 when Stanley South began the excavation of the pre-Salem
settlement of Bethabara was the full importance of the available documentary
evidence understood.

L

Archaeologically strengthening the Salem Moravian

Archival material, South has begun to publish the ceramic analysis of the
master potters of Bethabara.

Having this lmow1edge, this archaeologist

excavated exploratory trenches throughout the yard of the "First House"
(1766) in Salem,

with the purpose of revealing household artifacts as well

as foundations for outbuildings.

A 4' x 51 shallow midden or dump was

revealed at the base of the 6" topsoil approximately twenty-five feet north
of the First House foundation.
glazed and bisque.

This midden contained earthenware fragments:

These fragments are of the Salem potters Gottfried Aust

and Rudolph Christ, the former producing strictly a utilitarian ware (uunwashed~')

and the latter a decorative-specialized ware (uWashed") consisting

of"tortoise-shellilware and"Queensware." It is of Rudolph Christ and what
he produced, as a result of the visits of 1771 and 1773, that this paper
is concerned.
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While the origin of sprigging is still controversial, it can be said
with certainty that in the 14th century

II

stampingll was being used,

anticipating this application of moulded reliefs.

L

Bernard Rackham

illustrates in Medieval English Pottery vessels of the 14th century having
reliefs which were formed both by lIapplying an intaglio stamp either
directly to the surface or on a pad of clay previously laid on it"
(Rackham, pp. 22-23).

Again, in the 17th century" this stamping technique

is evident on the Rhineland IIBellarmine ll stoneware jugs.

The English

production of the "Bellarmine ll jug is debated in ceramic circles; however"
with the 1671 stoneware patent of John Dwight of Fulham and the 1688
production of stoneware by John and David Eler, the tradition quickly became
most definitely English.

In 1682 red stoneware mugs with reliefs of branches

and plum-blossoms, which can be associated with the Elers, again illustrates
II

stamping."
Perhaps one of the most interesting uses of the stamping technique was

on the Portobell!' vessels of 1739 depicting the capture of this fort in
Panama.

Here, impressions are assembled from dies of ships, Admiral Vernon

and the fort.

L
,
r
f

While these white saltglaze vessels exhibit stamping in a

media which may be considered superior to the redware of the Elera and
associated potters, it failed to carry the detail of the earlier unglazed
redware.

It was not until the Astbury period that stamping was to receive
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The Dwight-Elers tradition gave way to the Astbury-Whieldon tradition
of the Staffordshire area in -the appearance of a ware which had been subjected to two firings-an iimovation of the single firing of the Dwight-

L

Elers and the earlier slipware.
applied, the vessel was
applied.

fired~

A~er

the vessel was formed and the reliefs

then refired after a lead glaze had been

This technique, utilized by Astbury in his contrastingly colored

vessel &1d stamped reliefs, was adapted by Thomas Whieldon '~o .ma~. well be
sa1~

to be the inventor of 'sprigging.' Whieldon t s vine-stenuned teapots

illustrate the first appearance of the application of pre-moulded reliefs.
Not only was Whielclon the first to employ sprigging but the invention of
creamware can also be attributed to him.

Mo at oommonly lmown and attributed

to Whieldon is the 'tortoise-shell' ware of around 1757.

This ware, a

multicolored glaze flooded on the surface of his creamware forms, was quite
a change from the clear glazes of pre-l750.

It is this creamware that

Whieldonrs partner" Josiah Wedgwood, perfected in his own factory in 1761.
Wedgwood later refined creamware and attained the Queen's patronage in 1765
that prompted the adaptation of the name ltQueensware tl to his creamware.
Sprigged example s of Wedgwood' s ware are found in 1763 and continued until
the pre-Etrurian period and by the Staffordshire potters until 1780-85.

,
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Sprigged flowers and foliage tenninals were not oommon to Wedgwood but can
be definit,ely attributed to the Leeds Pottery of Yorkshire.

The Leeds Pottery located in Yorkshire had companion potteries as did
Wedgwood and its Staffordshire district.

It is because of this parallel

developnent. A.nd plagi.arisn that absolute attribution cannot be made.
However" £1'"Om t.he pllh1.i.sht~fl tr.At.~l~jfll. tlt. h."\J1~l, t.his auth~Jr bclicvea t,he

uo
excavated artifacts belong to the Y!"'rkshire tradition or more specifically
Leeds.

This lure of the English ceramic tradition is further strengthened

by the documentary evidence present in the Salem M.oravian Archives, The
Rec0rds

21

~

Moravians, and file s at Old Salem, Inc.

It is to this

documentary evidence we now turn before a possible attribution can be made
of the archaeological evidence.

In 1771, Gottfried Aust, a Moravian potter from Herrnhut, Gennany,
began a Salem production of utilitarian ware typical of the German tradition.

The background for this potter was the pre-Salem settlement of Bethabara
(South, 1965, 1967), nine miles north of the 1766 town of Salem.

It was

fr0m the experiences at Bethabara that Aust learned (1755-1771) of the
mineral possibilities of the soil of the area.
From the Records of the 110ravians in North Carolina (Fries, Vol. II,
p. 76,), the following entry of 1773 indicates the first contact with
English cAramics of the Whieldon and Leeds' tradition:

,

r

It looks as though it would soon be necessary to make the English
Queensware and 'iorto.m-shell, that is, a fine pottery resembling
p>rcelain; the former is lighter than straw color, and the latter
is mottled, like a tortoise shell. The matter began with a gentleman
who was traveling through, and who would have liked to stay with us;
we gave him lodging for some days, and some clothing, and in retum
he told Br. Aust hC'w the work was done, and gave him the receipts,
which he knew because he had been the superintendent of a factory
which made such pottery• Recently, with the wagons from Charlestown,
there came a young man who had \\Orked in that same factory. He
came without invitation or encouragement, and has asked for work here.
He looks promising and we can use him, so we have given him :;.ennission
to stay, though only on the same tenns as other daylaborers, who can
be dismissed at any time. A special kiln is being built, but only a
small one, and we will see how it goe s; for some time our pottery
has been turning out a good product not very different from Queensware.
The identity of this IIsuperintendent li is vtknown, but the date ol his
vis.it. i a fi.x9d

bP.PAUI*!

"It. should

~e

not.erl that 'til«) and a hali" years ago

III
Br. Aust learned something of the art of making this LQueenilware from a
traveling potter ••• 11 (Ibid., p. 775).

From this entry of 8 December, 1773

can then be deduced the approximate date of June 1771 as representative of

L

the euperintendent r s visit.

The

II

factory-II mentioned in the entry is lmown

from the 1783 publication: Address !:Q. the Worlanen in the Pottery

sm ib.!

Subject of Entering into ~ Service.2! Foreign Manufactures by Josiah
WedgtlK'od.

In this publication is mentioned the failure of John Bart1am' s

"China Manufactory and Potteryll (Charle stown, South Carolina, established
in 1770) and the only surviVing person -

William Ellis of Hanley (Clement"

p. 137).
It is this William Ellis of whom the 1773 entry describes:
There was discussion concerning a journeyman potter, by the name of
Ellis, who arrived today from Charlestown, coming of his own accord.
He had been in Pine Tree, and was on his way to Charle stown" when he
met Br. Bagge" and asked if he might not come here, and was told he
might do as he liked, but no promise of work oould be given; that would
have to be arranged with Br. Aust. He understands how to glaze and
burn Queens Ware" so the Collegium approves Br. Aust f s suggestion,
which is, that a kiln, suitable for burning such ware, be built on the
lot occupied by Br. Ludwig Meinung, which adjoins Aust 1 s, where the
man can l«>rk under supervision. He shall receive food and clothing,
and a douceur for his work, and we will learn all we can from him about
glaZing, of which Br. Aust already has some knowledge. (Fries" .2E• .E!1.,
p. 775)

l
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So it is revealed that in June 1771 a superintendent from the Bartlam
fa.ctory in Charlestown visited Salem. and gave Aust IIreceipts li [recipei! for
the production of lithe English Queensware and tortoise-shell il ware •

Later,

in 1773" a William Ellis from the same factory visited Salem to teach the

"burning of such LQueensware and tortoise-sheW ware. 1I
from the Congregation Accounts mAnti-ons payment to
instructions of making Queensware ••• I:s10."

"Wm..

In 1774 an entry

Ellis for his

This, together with the 1773 entry

that mentions the construction of a "kiln suitahJ.A

fOl"

bnrning such warell
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(Fries, 2R. cit., p. 775) shows that Ellis was producing the Queensware.
After five months of visiting Salem:

L

The potter from Pinetree LSouth carolina-where Ellis visited evidently
after the factory failur~made a burning of Queensware, and one of
stoneware" so that process is now fairly understood here_ As all the
vessels had to be made by hand on the potter's bench, instead of with
instrtnnents on a potter's wheel, they were not delicate enough for
JX>rcelain" but they will serve as a side-line for our pottery, and can
be further developed. 'l'he good man found our town too narrow for him,
so for the present has bid us a friendly farewell. (~~~ p. 817)
Thus ended-in May l774-the teaching of the "fine p:>ttery" by Ellis'to Aust
and his journeyman, RUdolph Christ •.
Not until 1779 do we find any documentary evidence regarding the resu1.ts

of five IIlC'nths of instructions.

On the 27th of January there is recorded

(Auf. Col." p. 279) a statement by Aust in 'Which the 9uestion of Rudolph
Christ's character arises and Aust IItestified that Christ has behaved
honestly, however that he has carried away last week out of the pottery
several forms which are used for flowers for the fim pottery. II

The se IIforms"

could not be anything else but the moulds for terminals/spriggs which are
found on. the 1750-1820 period of the Whieldon-Wedgwood-Leeds creamware
tradition of England.

l.
,
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In 1781 the Aufseher Collegium ruled that Christ should be paid by
the piece.

Here, as in the mention- of the forms, one realizes that Christ

is producing the fine pottery, ?\nd perhaps the

slip-decora~ed ware,

while

Aust is producing the utilitarian ware.
In 1780, Christ (age 30) r~quests to be allowed his own 1X>ttery in
Salem because lithe fine IXlttery cannot be manufactured together with the
rough p:')ttery

LOf Aust lil~ . because

into the white cJ..ay 'Will do

:l.

the finest grain of sand that comes

great darnR.ge, nnd as c:-.oncerns the drying,
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just the opp:>site has tC' be done with the one than with the other•••he
ffihrisY could also take up the mD.nufacturing of white, 'black, and sa1tpottery." (Auf. Col. 12 Sept. 1780).

L

Christ IS manufa.cture of pottery at Salem is further defined in 1782 when
he:
asked again urgently that he would like to start worki~ on the
Queens and Salt-pottery•••Land that he wants a contracy between
him and Br. Aust that specifies what each of them has 1:1"> manufacture,
so that neither of them makes the wares of the other ••• :f.Aust
idea was that •• •
could make his pottery•••excluding the pipeheads •••
only from non-washed clay, and tha.t Br. Christ should make Jl(\ other
kind of }X)ttery than that from washed clay, which may be glazed with
all sorts of colors •••Christ must not manufacture B.,!1Ythinfl,from the
unwashed clay, except the cases or the round pots Lsaggery in which
he keeps his pottery when he burns it. Br. Aust reminded alSC\ that
several of the plate and dish forms, which are necessary for the
fine }X)ttery, are still in his shop, with which Christ has worked
in the payment (\f the p:>ttery••• (Auf. Col. 1 Aug. 1782).

'il

ffiil

I.

From these entries it is clear that Christ had chosen to pMduce the
II

fine

~tteryll

which would include "Queenswqre, tortoise-shell ll ware and

"White, black LBlack L>asaltes of vledgwood17 and salt-p:>tte~1I Complete
evidence for Salem production

~f

these wares must wait for the

3rchae~logical

investigation of the Salem IXlttery.

In 1786 Christ moved to Bethabara where he potted until he became

L

,
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the Master Potter of Salem upon Aust's death in 1788.

In January of 1789,

Christ began the Salem Pottery and operated it so effectively until his
resignation in 1821 that there are very few entries found in the records.
It may be noted that the lack of entries indicates that the person or
business merely did not
ro8:\lor:ling t.hP. busi.noss.

en<""L'unter .misfort.1.1np., Church

business or inefficiency

With this brief accoUnt of documentary evidence of RUdolph Christ
and what he produced while a potter" we can now begin an analysis of the
excavated mould and its associated shards.

L

While the following evidence

is affirmative from the artifact description, attribution to the English
counterpart is strictly speoulatory because of the difficulty in estab1ishing provenanoes for mid-eighteenth century wares and the U11lalown factory
origin C'f John Ba rt1am f s workmen.

The sprigg mould

1 - 15/16" long, 1 - 3/8" wide, and 9/16 11 thick.

(A in photo) is

It is of a fired,

unglazed, red earthenware with rounded corners, slightly flaring base
and concave face.

'rhe floral intaglio pattern (1 - 3/8" x 7/8 11 ) and, on

the reverse (B in photo) the initials IIR.C." (Rudolph Christ) were executed

I

before the mould was fired and still plastic.

The floral pattern is very

r

are found on the stoneware and creamware C'f the 1765-1775 period of Leeds.

comparable with the sprigg decorati('ons of the mid-eighteenth century as

While not clearly defined, the intaglio

trif~liate

pattern with a quatre-

foliate flower or leaf at its terminus, is similar to the terminals in

I
L
,
r

the Leeds Pottery design bonk (p. 153) of Donald Towner: ~ Leeds Pottery.
This 1963 publication contains designs taken fI'!'m early editions of the
Leeds Pottery catalog.
In the midden, aside from the sprigg mould, three sherds (C,E,F, in
photo) were excavated, each exhibiting a possible connection with the mould
or its English tradition.

Eaoh of these sherds is of stoneware quality,

unglazed, light gray, and one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness.
(C in photo) exhibits a terminal with handle fragment.

One sherd

This terminal

di.tfers .from tho Rprigg mnuld in that it presents a definite flC'wer, t,hree
small leaves and t'WO acorns.

Thi.s t.y 1'0 mnro c10se]JT approache s the Leeds

11$
A.

I
I

Mould, face. Terminal of English mid-eighteenth
century stoneware and creaml'are types.
Mould impre asion.

B.

Mould, Back.

(1772-1821).

Initials of Rudolph Christl Salem potter
Mould probably made between 1774-1786.

-1

c.

Pot l terminal. Unglazed stoneware, arrow illustrates
scoring utilized during luting terminal.

D.

Pot, inside.

E.

Bowl, footring. Unglazed stoneware. Tw:>-inch
diameter foot indicate s small bowl or saucer.

]

F.

Pot I lid. Unglazed stoneware. &1a.ll turning arcs
indicate small diameter lid. Vessel probably milk
pot form.

]

Unglazed stoneware.

]

Note tooling lines.

J
~

:I

J
~
..
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I

...I~

\

\
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or Swint"n type (Towner, 1957, p.
mould.

72,

78, Fig.

4)

than does the sprigg

DC'nald Towner in describing (1963, p. 151, 153, Fig. 10) this

terminal type with the acorns says that nThese terminals are indicative

L

of Leeds t manufa.cture of both the early and later periods, as they do not
appear to have been used by any other factory."
The handle, underneath the flower of the tenn.i.na1, though only a
fragsuent (1/4") is represented, appears to be of the IIdouble intertwined
handle" (T(\wner, 1957, p. 69, 76, Fig. 8) type so extensively used by the
Leeds Pottery.

Whether this handle was (\f the reeded, roped, C'r plain

variety is unknown.

T~wner

(1957, p. 69) described the reeded handle as

being associated with the forementiC'ned Leeds C"lr SwintC'n type terminal
(Towner, 1957, p.

72,

78, Fig.

4).

Of the reeded dC"luble intertwined handles, there are fnur tennina1s
~r

on a vessel, each handle having twC"! tennina1s nn its origin

terminus.

The terminal on the sherd excavated corresponds 1:1." the urper left terminal
(\1' the vessel from which it came because of its angle te· the mouth of the

i.

L

,r

vessel and its relati!'n to the projected diameter (2 11 ) of the

sherd.

Other evidence for this terminal being of the dC"luble handle type is
the inner tonling line s (D in photo) and their oblique (540
center line C'f the terminal.
cut. inside the vessel

th~ugh

)

angle with the

The toc,ling line s :referred to are th e line s
the action (\f shuping the interior and

finishing its surface \>bile tre vessel is still plastic and therefore are.
parallel with the ba.se and mouth of the vessel.

These tooling lines form

a slight spiral up tf\ the JJl!'uth ('f the vessel, however, they are s:> clcse
tC'gether ( 1/3211 ) that they may be assumed to be parallel.
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This sherd oould not be from any obje ct otte r than a coffee or milk}X\t or some other vase-like fom because the projected curvature ('\f the
sherd restricts the neck diameter as well as the terminal-to-JIlOuth distance.

L

The distance from the terminal to the mouth C'f the vessel (or any decoration)
has to be over l.-ttl from the tenninal a s the sherd repre sent s lack of any
application, decoration or rim.

Therefore, this sherd is from a vessel of

a coffee or milk-lX't fom and was located as the upper lett tenninal.
As representative (If the forementic\lled tenninal and sherd, tl«' other
stoneware sherds also unoovered exhibit a questionable relationship with
this form.

une of the se sherds (E in photo) is a foot and part C'f a base,

which on the center has a diameter of 1 7/811 and on the C'utside
(Where the base attaches) measures 2 11 in diameter.

01'

the frot

This diameter of the

fr.C't and the illustrated shaPe rather limits what asSC'ciation may be node
as to vessel form:

a cup plate, a shallow bowl, or a cup or perhaps a

fr·ot whose fC'rm is n('lt illustrated in coffee or milk-pr\ts in too Leeds I
catalogue.
I

1.

This fr-ot, if an assC'ciation t('\ a coffee or milk-~t is

made, will have tn be Christ's innovation, taking the fc.C"t flY'm anC\ther
vessel form.

L
I

r

The profile of the f(\ot and base shows lack of quick rise fI":'\m the fC'ot

up the wall ('If the vessel.
a globular based }X't.

Therefo.re, it probably is from a low bowl or

The interior 01' the base does not exhibit circular

tooling lines and there.fore may be indicative of the interior of a pot
rather than of a bowl or dish form.
would be effected caai.ex· than a

dist.ance and closeness (\f area.

}X)t

Interior tn('lling of a bowl or dish
boctluse of the height of working

llB
The C'ther st"'neware sherd rec('vered (F in photo) illustrates a cover
for a vessel.

This is because there are arcing external tool lines.

sherd represents abt"ut ene-fifth of the ccmpleted top.

L

This

The curvature is

slight and represents a low lid as found on a b(\wl, salt, dessert, tureen,
or a coffee, milk or tea-pot.

The curvature ('f the tooling lines and the

sherd appear tC' be mn at likely the same a s of the pot s illustrated by
Towner

(1963, Plate 63, Fig. 13).

Evidence of these sherds being from a Salam produced vessel, aside from
the llV'uld, is the absence (\f glaze

of any kind.

represented the completed vessel as the Elers-type red

Either this

st~neware

did--

without glaze--nr was intended tel be further refired and this represents
the first stage ()f firing.

The latter could be evidenced by the intentional

discard e,f this vessel in a waste dump yet to be found with this sherd
merely.n. repsesentative.

The extreme hardness (If the sherds is further

prc(\f of the intenti(,nal high firing ('f the ware with a st0neware as the
prnduct.
The appearance of the paste in the sherds is apparently what Christ
meant when he said of the ufine

L

,
r

C<'llles int,.. the white clay,

~tterylt

fJ.iJ will

that if lithe first grain of sand •••

dC' a great damage" (A.C. 12 Sept. 1780).

Perhaps this sandgrain and 0ther foreign matter is what caused the surface
of the sherds tf' be nicked and scrat.~bed. Also, there is an indication of
£tt.L-eign matter in the paste as lumps attest.
intenti(ln~l reject"ir-n r,f

This may be a reasnn for

this vessel after the bisque firing.
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An interesting p-·int conce.rning the process of sprigging is that on the

shard with the terminal, where a piece nf the terminal is missing
(C in photo, note arrow), a cro ss-hatching or scoring on the surface of

L

the vessel is evident.

This method of

all~wing

a greater surface area

and certainly a more stable one fC'r the application of a sprigg as a
terminal, took place while the ve ssel was still pIa stic.

In sprigging

the JX)tter would apply liquid slip as an adhesive and then affix ('lute I )
the sprig to the vessel surface.

The ~tter producing this vessel was

either developing scoring as a parallel invention tCl the long-known
technique in England or was taught by Ellis.
In Tle Lt::eds Pottery (1963), Plate 5a, illustrates a saltglaze
sauceooat (ca. 1770) with ret.ded double intertwined handles and a close
tenninal type to the one under discussinn.

It is with this sauceboat

that c0mparison can be made t!" plate 32-a which exhibits a teapot (ca. 1775)
with identical terminals and handles, but (\f creamware.

Fr0m these tl«)

f0nns it is }Y'ssible that when the J0hn Bartlam p:>ttery was operating (?)
and advertising fClr men in 1770, the termi.na.l form Bartlam and his workers,
then in Charle~n, were knt"'twledgeable (\f producing was sa.1tgalze.

L
,
r

creamware use of this terminal was slowly being adopted in England.

fact is that while trying to

pin~int

The
The

the ware produced by the yet-to-be.·

excavated Bartlam pottery one has to be cautious as this 1765-1775 period
is the transition between saltglaze and creamware.

The archaeological

laboratories at Colonial Williamsburg have examples o:foverlapping JIlC'lds
of this period and urge

9t,~ngly

agai.nst jX)8.i:tive dating.
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With the preceding documentary evidence, C'ne may presume the sherds
under discussiC'n are stoneware.

L

represent finished vessels when

~

A probable oonclusion is that the sherds
~ne

understands that the saltglazing of

st!\mware and the firing of the vessel is a one-step process. The question

r

of the unglazed stoneware, being either a waster or an accident during

I

a finished product.

firing, is nC't im}X)rtant. What is imIX'rtant is that the sherds illustrate
Even i f ·Christ intended to glaze the vessel for

his IItort!'ise-shell" ware, he would hc1.ve processed the entire vessel in one
firing.
Realizing that the sherds are of a vessel that was, in its finished
f0rnl, unglazed stoneware, one can see the backgrclund for this ware in the
Elers tradition in England.

The: Elers lUld later redware lX,tters prr-duced

a red-unglazed st!.'neware type which was in v0gue in the 1740' s.

Later,

after the 1740 to 1760 high production period of saltglazed stoneware
by Wedg\«\0d and other potters in England, it is nC't at all improbable
that the red-unglazed st!'neware of the red stC'neware traditiC'n was
stylish in the Colonie s.

The 1770 period in America and the slew

acceptance r'f red stC'neware is understandable when ('ne considers even

,
r

twenty-five year lags in furniture styles frOOl England to the Colonies.
~.fore

positive evidence

sherds can be

f~\Uld

f~r

a date on the In."uld and the associated

in Jf'hn Marshall's Report

(5 May.1774) in which

!2 ~

Unitas Fratrum

liThe JX)tter [illiil •••made a burning of Queensware,

and 0ne of stoneware, so that the process is now fairly understood here
/JaleriJlI.

ThiS, along with the negative evidence of stoneware in the

Christ-Krause (Christ,ls successor) waster dump (1786-1789) at Bethabara,
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proves Christ was not producing st('lneware during the Bethabara period,
but before he left Salem.

L

However, Stanley oouth did unCover (196)-65),

and yet to publish, a ceramic type which is creamware paste and most
definitely tC'rtoise-shell glaze.

During this twelve-year (1774-l786Jperiod

in Salem, Christ, at one time, produced an unglazed str·neware and

probably found it impractical to make.
or was not accepted by the public.

Either it was too time a"nsuming

Whatever the reason for his rejectiC'n

of unglazed stoneware, it was not quick enough tel hide the production of
this ware from histC'ry through archae,:"logy.

L
OJ

r
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